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Abstract
Novel group TV nanostructures were fabricated and the optical properties
o f such nanostructures were investigated for m onolithic integration of optically
active materials w ith silicon. The SnxGei-x alloy system was studied due to the
previous demonstration of an indirect to direct energy bandgap transition for
strain-relieved SnxG ei-x film s on Si(OOl).

Quantum confined structures of Sn

w ere fabricated and the optical properties were investigated. Due to the sm all
electron effective mass of a-Sn, quantum confinement effects are expected at
relatively large rad ii. Quantum size effects were observed in a-Sn quantum dots.
Coherently strained, epitaxial SnxGei-x film s on Ge(OOl) substrates were
synthesized w ith film thickness exceeding 100 nm for the first time. The
demonstration of dislocation-free SnxGei-x film s is a step toward the fabrication
o f silicon-based integrated infrared optoelectronic devices. The optical
properties o f coherently strained SnxGei-x/G e(001) alloys were investigated both
theoretically and experim entally. Deform ation potential theory calculations
were performed to predict the effect o f coherency strain on the extrema points of
the conduction band and the valence band. The energy bandgap of
SnxGei-x/G e(001) alloys was measured via Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy. Coherency strain did not change the SnxGei-x energy bandgap
when the strain axis was along [001] but deform ation potential theory predicted
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the absence of an indirect to direct energy bandgap transition when the strain
axis was along [111].
In addition to being the only group IV alloy exhibiting a direct energy bandgap,
when grown beyond a critical thickness, SnxGei-x/G e(001) exhibits an interesting
phenomenon during MBE growth. Sn segregates via surface diffusion to the
crest o f a surface undulation during grow th and forms ordered Sn-enriched
SnxGei-x rods oriented along [001]. The SnxGei-x alloy system was used as a
m odel system to gain insight to the physical mechanisms governing selfassembly and ordering during m olecular beam epitaxy.
Sn nanowires were fabricated in anodic alum ina templates w ith lengths
exceeding 1 pm and diameters on the order of 40 nm. Anodic alum ina templates
can be fabricated non-lithographically w ith ordered domains of hexagonally
packed pores greater than 1 pm and pore densities on the order of 1011 cm 2. The
achievement of single crystal Sn nanowires fabricated using pressure injection in
porous alum ina templates was demonstrated.
The fabrication of a-Sn quantum dots embedded in Ge was achieved by
annealing 1 pm thick SnxGei-x film s. The measured diam eter o f the quantum
dots was 32 nm and a 10% size variation was observed. O ptical transmittance
measurements yield a value of 0.45 eV for the direct energy bandgap as a result
of quantum confinement. A high degree o f tunability of the bandgap energy
w ith the quantum dot radius is expected for a-Sn. Thus quantum-confined
structures of a-Sn are promising for optoelectronic device applications
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Chapter 1
1.1

Introduction

The big picture
Today, we live in a society where inform ation is passed in enormous

quantities between computers through optical fibers and across wireless
telephones.

The end user demands that the inform ation be passed quickly.

Portable electronic devices have the additional requirements of being small,
cheap and fashionable. The invention of the transistor in 1947 coupled with that
of the integrated circuit in 1958 has revolutionized computation by dram atically
reducing cost w hile increasing performance. (The impact of the integrated circuit on
modem society xuas deemed so important that fack Kilby zuas aiuarded the Nobel prize in
physics in 2000for its invention.) Yet, consumers still thirst for m ore. Hand-held

electronic apparatuses are becoming increasingly popular and the demand for
increased computational abilities and functionality in these devices grows. In
order to meet these demands, a high density of components per chip and low
power consumption are necessary.

M ultim edia services, such as interactive

video, are tantalizing prospects, but w ide spread use w ill not occur until large
scale real time data transfer is actualized.
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W e are all fam iliar w ith M oore's law , a self-fulfilling prophecy, that states that
device dimensions decrease by a factor o f two every 18 months. It is selffu lfillin g because Moore's law has been used as the benchmark for chip
advancement in the micro-processing industry. To put this in perspective, in
1975 a chip had 5,000 transistors, in 2000 the Pentium 4 had 42 m illion
transistors, and in 2010, a chip is expected to have 1 billion transistors. However,
in order to m aintain the rate of advancement of high-speed electronics, two
m ajor issues must be addressed.
One issue entails the integration of optical components w ith the mature
technology o f silicon-based electronics. W hy integrate optics and electronics?
you may ask. In addition to high-speed data transfer and the higher bandwidths
associated w ith optical versus electronic signals, optical devices m ay also play a
key role in high-speed integrated circuits. As the density of components per chip
increases, the number of interconnects m ultiplies.

A

high density of

interconnects increases cost and lim its device performance and relia b ility.1 One
solution is the integration of wireless, or optical, interconnects w ith silicon ultra
large-scale integration.

U nfortunately, Si is an indirect energy bandgap

semiconductor; thus, it has a low radiative efficiency and is not appropriate for
optoelectronic devices in its bulk form . A major bottleneck in the integration of
optoelectronics and microelectronics is the lack of Si-compatible light emitters
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and detectors. Group IV elem ents in the periodic table are iso-electronic w ith Si,
yet as bulk elements none o f these are direct energy bandgap semiconductors.
A dditionally, to fu rther increase speed and performance in electronic
devices, feature size must continue to decrease. As feature size continues to scale
down, quantum effects, such as tunneling and carrier confinem ent, are no longer
negligible. Furtherm ore, sm all features require exotic and costly lithographic
techniques. But consumers require that electronics be cheap. Hence, scientists
and engineers are faced w ith some interesting challenges.

1.2

Small feature sizes via self-assembly
As the density of components per chip increases, more exotic and costly

lithographic techniques, such as extrem e ultraviolet (X U V ) and electron beam
lithography, or physical m anipulation techniques, such as atomic force
microscopy, are necessary to produce small features. Self-assembly or directed
self-assembly is a prom ising technique for producing small feature sizes, on the
order of 1 nm , and can serve as a low cost alternative to e-beam and X U V
lithography.

A w ide variety o f methods are em ployed to fabricate self

assembled nanostructures.

D N A tem plating m ay be used to pattern gold

nanowires and nanospheres,2 the Langm uir-Blodgett technique can produce self
assembled monolayers of molecules,3'4 and various epitaxial growth techniques
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produce quantum dots and wires. The epitaxial growth techniques are further
developed than the form er tw o methods. Coherent Ge quantum dots are aligned
by preferential grow th along surface facets on mesas etched on Si(OOl) surfaces5
and uniform size and spacing is engineered through strain induced interactions
between dots.6

Epitaxial grow th of quantum wires can be achieved by

preferential growth

along

step

edges,7'8 and

along a

lattice

matched

crystallographic direction due to an anisotropic lattice constant.9 A dditionally,
the development o f compositional uniform ities during epitaxial grow th can be
utilized to produce quantum dots and wires.10*12 A deeper understanding of the
physical mechanisms leading to self-assembled quantum dots and wires is
necessary in order to engineer uniform size and spacing.

1.3

A variety of integration techniques
M any integration approaches are being investigated. W hat about using

another material for integrated circuit fabrication? G allium arsenide integrated
circuits are currently fabricated w ith compatible H I-V m aterials acting as optical
components. Nevertheless, Si remains the dominant m aterial in microelectronics
due to the superior passivating properties o f its thermal oxide, the natural
abundance of sand (low cost), and decades of research.

O ver 95% of
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semiconductor devices sold w orldw ide are fabricated w ith Si. GaAs integrated
circuits are viable only for applications where high performance outweighs cost.
One hybrid-type approach involves w afer bonding different m aterials to
Si substrates. InG aN light-em itting diodes that have been fabricated on sapphire
substrates, removed post processing and transferred to Si substrates exhibit no
degradation in device performance due to layer transfer.13 Si has been bonded to
Si02 as a continuous layer on wafers w ith diameters up to 8 inches, producing Si
on insulator substrates (SO I). Increased device performance and low er power
consumption has been demonstrated for SOI devices in comparison to devices
fabricated on bulk Si w ith the same generation o f technology.14 A lthough wafer
bonding is a promising technique, issues regarding integration w ith Si ULSI
processing, such as differing therm al expansion coefficients and inter-diffusion,
must be addressed.

Furtherm ore, wafer bonding must be autom ated and

reproducible for cheap and reliable m anufacturing.
Another approach involves the m onolithic integration of novel, optically
active

and

most

im portantly

Si-compatible

materials

w ith

Si

ULSI.

Bandstructure engineering of group IV elements via quantum confinem ent and
alloying can produce dram atic changes in optical and electronic properties.15-16
Si nanocrystals w ith radii on the order of 5 nm show a blue shift in the
luminescence

wavelength

and

exhibit significantly

higher
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efficiencies than bulk Si.17 Carbon nanotubes exhibit semiconducting or m etallic
properties depending on the chiral vector of the tube and the semiconducting
bandgap of the nanotube scales inversely w ith the radius o f the tube.18 A lloying
Sn and Ge produces a direct energy bandgap material by m ixing a semimetal
and an indirect bandgap semiconductor.15

1.4

Our integration approach = Outline of thesis

The w ork presented in this thesis took the latter integration approach. That is,
the bandstructure, and thereby, the optical and electronic properties o f G roup IV
elements, was m anipulated via alloying and quantum confinement to achieve
direct energy bandgap group IV semiconductors. Two m aterial systems were
studied from a fundamental perspective to determine if the bandstructure could
be engineered such that desired optical properties, not seen in the bulk elements,
evolved. SnxGei-x alloys have already been demonstrated to undergo an indirect
to direct bandgap transition,15 but im provem ent of the structural properties was
necessary to further progress in achieving an actual device. Thus, coherently
strained SnxGei-x alloys were grow n and the effect of coherency strain on the
SnxGei-x bandgap was investigated to see if further m anipulation of the bandgap
energy was possible. The SnxG ei-x alloy system also exhibited an interesting
phenomenon when grown beyond a critical thickness. That is, Sn segregated
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laterally across the surface to produce Sn enriched SnxGei-x dense nanowire
arrays ordered along the [001] grow th direction. The SnxG ei-x alloy system was
used as a model system in order to gain insight into the physical origins of phase
separation and ordering (self-assembly) during dynamic grow th. Finally,
nanostructures of Sn w ere fabricated to investigate the effect o f quantum
confinem ent on the bandgap o f a-Sn. Tw o types of structures were fabricated
and characterized, Sn nanowires and Sn quantum dots.

1.4.1

Bandstructure engineering via alloying
The SnxGei-x binary alloy is an interesting m aterial system due to the

potential for m onolithic integration o f a continuously tunable direct energy gap
m aterial w ith Si(001). Interest in SnxGei-x alloys was incited by a semi-em pirical
tight-binding calculation19 that predicted an indirect to direct energy bandgap
transition at x = 0.2 and a continuously tunable energy bandgap in the infrared
from 0.55 eV to 0 eV for Sn compositions x = 0.2 to 0.6. The actual measurement
o f the SnxGei-x energy bandgap as function of Sn composition was not published
u n til 1997, in which the indirect to direct energy bandgap transition was
determ ined to occur near x = 0.10 for strain relieved SnxGei-x alloys on Si(OOl).15
The ten year lapse between the measurement of the SnxGei-xenergy bandgap and
the theoretical prediction is attributed to challenges associated w ith growth of
these alloys.
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In Chapter 2 o f this thesis, the grow th o f coherently strained SnxGei-x
alloys on Ge(001) substrates was demonstrated.20 The challenges associated with
grow th of SnxGei-x alloys, a low equilibrium solid solubility of Sn in Ge, the
tendency for Sn surface segregation, and a large lattice m isfit w ith respect to Si
were overcome. Molecular beam epitaxy, a non-equilibrium grow th technique,
produced metastable alloy compositions exceeding the therm odynam ic solid
solubility o f Sn in Ge. Sn surface segregation was elim inated by low temperature
grow th. In order to reduce the dislocation density of SnxGei-x film s, the substrate
was changed from Si to Ge. Coherency to the Ge substrate was determ ined via
high-resolution X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy.
In

Chapter

3,

the

optical

properties

of

coherently

strained

SnxG ei-x/G e(001) alloys were investigated both experim entally and theoretically.
Speculation in the literature suggested that coherency energy could induce the
indirect to direct energy bandgap transition at lower Sn compositions than in
strain relieved alloys.21 Due to the aforementioned challenges associated w ith Sn
incorporation in the Ge lattice, the occurrence of the indirect to direct energy
bandgap

transition at lower Sn compositions would

be

serendipitous.

Deform ation potential theory calculations were performed to predict the effect of
coherency

strain

SnxGei-x/G e(001)

on

the

alloys

energy

was

bandgap.

measured

via

The
Fourier

energy

bandgap

transform
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spectroscopy. Both theory and experim ent showed that coherency strain had a
negligible effect on the energy bandgap. Coherency strain did not change the
SnxGei-x energy bandgap when the strain axis was along [001], but deform ation
potential theory predicted the absence of an indirect to direct energy bandgap
transition when the strain axis is oriented along [111].22

1.4.2

Self assembly via growth instabilities
In Chapter 4, w e have studied the SnxGei-x alloy system that undergoes

phase separation and forms ordered arrays of Sn enriched SnxGei-x rods oriented
along the [001] growth direction. Sn segregates via surface diffusion to the crest
of a surface undulation during grow th and forms Sn enriched SnxG ei-x rods.23
The SnxGei-x alloy system was used as a model system to study the physical
mechanisms governing grow th instabilities occurring during m olecular beam
epitaxy.

The experim entally measured period o f the growth instability was

compared to both a therm odynam ic and kinetic model gain insight into the
dom inant physical

mechanisms driving the phase separation.

Optical

characterization of the energy bandgap was performed via Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy.

A decrease in the energy bandgap was observed for

phase separated SnxG ei-x film s in comparison to homogeneous film s w ith the
same average Sn composition.
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1.4.3

Bandstructure engineering via quantum
confinement
Quantum confinement perturbs the energy levels of carriers in a crystal.

The perturbation can be understood sim ply by reviewing the basic quantum
mechanical problem - a particle in a box. Using the effective mass approxim ation,
an electron, w ith an effective mass, me, and a hole, w ith an effective mass, nth, are
confined in a one-dimensional in fin ite potential w ell. The solution to the tim e independent Schrodinger equation yields discrete energy levels and the energy is
inversely proportional to the square o f the w idth of the well. Thus, the ground
state energy increases as the w idth o f the w ell decreases. Using this analysis, the
energy o f the electrons in the conduction band (Ec) and the holes in the valence
band ( Ev) are:
Eg_

c

2

bW

_hW _

2me

2

mea2

J jg
v

2

W
<2>

2mh

2 mhsP

where Es is the bandgap energy, fik is the crystal momentum, and a is the w id th
o f the potential well. Equations (1) and (2) arecombined to obtain the bandgap
energy:
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, 1_ + J 1L )v
Ecanfined = E + lh2n2
± _ {J
9
9
2a2 me mh

The bandgap energy due to quantum confinem ent increases w ith respect to the
unconfined or bulk bandgap energy.
Using more sophisticated theoretical approaches, the variation of the
bandgap energy w ith quantum dot size is plotted in Figure 1.1 for Ge and Si.24*27
For Ge, quantum confinement effects are expected to open the bandgap when the
radius is on the order of 10 nm and for Si, quantum confinement effects are
expected for radii on the order of 5 nm .

A semi-empirical tight-binding

calculation was performed for diam ond cubic (a ) Sn quantum w ires and
quantum confinement effects are expected for relatively large radii, 40 nm due to
a much sm aller electron effective mass versus Si and Ge.28
In

Chapter 5, the fabrication and

nanostructures is discussed.

optical characterization of Sn

Two different nanostructures were studied, Sn

nanowires and Sn quantum dots. Sn nanowires were fabricated by pressure
injection o f molten Sn into hexagonally ordered alumina two-dim ensional
templates.

The fabrication of ordered alum ina templates is an exam ple o f

directed self-assembly. The templates are fabricated non-lithographically using
an electrochemical etching process. The second type of nanostructures fabricated
were a-Sn quantum dots. By annealing 1 pm thick SnxGei-x alloy film s at tem per-
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Figure 1.1: Theoretical prediction of bandgap energy versus
nanocrystal diameter for (a) Si and (b) Ge.

atures exceeding 550 °C, Sn phase separates and forms quantum dots embedded
in a Ge matrix.

The Ge matrix stabilizes the α phase of Sn.

Optical

characterization of 32 nm α-Sn quantum dots demonstrated a widening of the
bandgap due to quantum confinement effects.
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Chapter 2

Growth of Coherent,
Homogeneous
SnxGei-x/Ge(001) Epitaxial
Films

2.1

Introduction
O ver the last 10 years, there has been considerable interest by many

groups in the growth o f SnxGei-x alloys w ith Sn compositions in excess of 20% in
order to obtain the first group IV direct energy bandgap alloy.1-4 High Sn
composition SnxGei-x alloys proved to be challenging to grow due to the lim ited
equilibrium solid solubility, x < 0.01, for both Sn in Ge and Ge in Sn as shown in
the phase diagram in Figure 2.1.5'6 and the tendency for Sn surface segregation
during growth due to a lower surface free energy of Sn versus Ge.7 A non
equilibrium growth technique such as m olecular beam epitaxy was employed to
produce metastable SnxGei-x alloys w ith x > 0.01. In order to elim inate Sn surface
segregation, low growth temperatures (T < 180 °C )1'8 were necessary to inhibit
diffusion of Sn from the near surface bulk to the surface.
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Figure 2.1: Binary phase diagram for Sn in Ge. [Massalski, et al
1990] The alloy forms a simple eutectic system w ith eutectic
tem perature o f 231.9 °C.

It is w ell known that during low tem perature epitaxy the film thickness in
which epitaxial single crystals are obtained during film growth decreases as the
growth tem perature decreases due to surface kinetic roughening.9-10 Epitaxial
grow th of coherent SnxGei-xon Ge(001) at a substrate temperature of 100 °C was
possible up to 3.5 nm for x = 0.26.1-7

Beyond 3.5 nm the SnxGei-x film s

transform ed from crystalline to highly defective and then became amorphous as
the grow th progressed. The film thickness at w hich the crystalline to amorphous
phase transition occurred has an exponential dependence on the growth
tem perature,10 and hence, small increases in the grow th temperature can greatly
increase this thickness.

A r+ ion beam assisted deposition allows
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incorporation of Sn in the Ge lattice w ith Sn compositions up to x = 0.34 and a
film thickness of 20 nm at higher substrate temperatures, T = 140 -1 6 0 ° C U A
drawback to ion beam assisted deposition is the incorporation o f ion-induced
defects and interstitial A r atoms in the lattice that may hinder optoelectronic
device performance.
The driving force for Sn surface segregation increases w ith Sn composition
at a fixed temperature.4 Therefore, another approach to obtaining thick, single
crystal, epitaxial SnxGei-x film s is grow th o f Sn dilute alloys at relatively high
temperatures, T = 160 -1 8 0 °C. He and A tw ater12 were able to grow epitaxial
SnxGei-x films w ith thickness up to 300 nm for 0 < x < 0.15 at a higher substrate
tem perature, 180 °C. Infrared absorption of these homogeneous, strain-relieved
SnxGei-x epitaxial film s grown on Si(001) demonstrated that the indirect to direct
energy gap transition occurs near x = 0.09,12 yielding the first known example of
a direct energy gap group IV semiconductor alloy. The occurrence of the indirect
to direct energy bandgap transition at low er Sn composition is serendipitous due
to the previously described difficulties associated w ith incorporation o f Sn
beyond x = 0.15.
Using the virtual crystal approxim ation, the lattice m isfit for the Sno.iGeo.9
alloy on Si(001) is 5.7%, which is a larger m isfit than Ge on Si(001), 4.2%. The
maximum thickness of a coherently strained epitaxial film , that is, before strainrelieving dislocations form to reduce the coherency energy, has an inverse
dependence on the m isfit.13

The presence of strain-relieving dislocations
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severely degrades optoelectronic device perform ance since dislocations serve as
non-radiative recombination sites, reducing quantum efficiency.

In order for

SnxGei-x to be a viable m aterial as an infrared detector or em itter, it is necessary
to reduce the dislocation density or elim inate dislocations in the epitaxial film s.
By changing the substrate from Si(001) to Ge(OOl), the m isfit for Sno.iGeo.9 is
reduced from 5.7% to 1.5%.
In this chapter, the critical thickness for coherent epitaxial grow th of
SnxGei-x on Ge(OOl) was explored both experim entally and theoretically. The
first series of film s grown were coherent SnxG ei-x/G e superlattices w ith
0.01 < x < 0.05 and thickness up to 250 nm . The second group of film s grow n
was single layer epitaxial films w ith 0.02 < x < 0.115 and film thickness of
50 - 300 nm.

A thermodynamic model predicting the critical thickness was

compared w ith the experimental results. Experim entally, SnxGei-x film s were
grow n beyond the predicted thermodynamic critical thickness.

G row th of

metastable, coherent epitaxial films was consistent w ith previous reports from
other strained semiconductor alloys, such as the Sii-xGexsystem.14

2.2

Molecular beam epitaxy of SnxGei.x alloys
The SnxGei-x film s were grown by m olecular beam epitaxy (M BE) on

Ge(001) substrates w ith a resistivity of 30 Q cm and miscut of ±1.0°. The system
was pumped w ith a cryopump to achieve base pressures of 1010 Torr. The base
pressure arose from the presence of residual H 2O , CO 2 and O 2 . H igh p u rity
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(99.9999%) solid sources of Sn and Ge w ere used w ith a Knudsen effusion cell for
Sn evaporation and electron beam evaporation o f Ge. The substrate was clamped
to a molybdenum block that was radiatively heated and a thermocouple was
attached to the assembly to m onitor the substrate temperature. The measured
substrate temperature was accurate to w ith in ± 10 °C. The deposition rate at the
substrate was controlled w ith a quartz crystal thickness m onitor that was
calibrated

post-growth w ith Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy film

thickness and compositional analysis.
The Ge(001) surface preparation15 consisted of a w et chemical process that
included a solvent degrease (acetone, m ethanol and 18

w ater), each step for

2 minutes, followed by H 2O 2 oxidation (5% H 2O 2 /H 2O) for 2 minutes, H 2O rinse
for 1 m inute, and a H F add dip (5% H F /H 2O) for 20 seconds. The H F removed
the oxide layer and provided a hydrogen-term inated surface. Prior to grow th,
the Ge(001) substrate was baked for 1.5 hours at 200 °C in ultra high vacuum in
order to desorb any residual hydrocarbon contamination. The tem perature was
then ramped to 550 °C to desorb the passivating hydrogen layer at the surface,
thus, obtaining a 2 x 1 surface reconstruction. Despite the surface preparation
technique, through secondary ion mass spectroscopy analysis, residual carbon
and oxygen contamination at the Ge substrate/G e buffer layer interface was
detected, up to 5 x 1018 cm 2.

A 100 - 200 nm Ge buffer layer was grown to

smooth the Ge surface that roughened during the chemical cleaning process and
to bury the hydrocarbon contamination. The surface reconstruction and crystal
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2: RHEED diffraction patterns along [110] zone axis (a)
before growth of Ge buffer layer and (b) after growth of Ge buffer
layer.

quality were probed in situ with reflection high energy electron diffraction
(RHEED) at 17 keV along the [110] zone axis. Typical RHEED patterns before
and after growth of the Ge buffer layer are shown in Figure 2.2(a) and Figure
2.2(b), respectively. Before buffer layer growth, the fundamental diffraction rods
were modulated in intensity along their length and the half order diffraction rods
have slightly lower intensity, indicative of a slightly rough surface. After the
buffer layer was grown, the RHEED pattern consisted of sharp 2 × 1 diffraction
rods superimposed with the Ewald sphere and the half order and fundamental
diffraction rods were equi-intense (Figure 2.2b). This type of RHEED pattern is
characteristic of a flat surface.
The substrate was then cooled to 160 °C prior to SnxGe 1-x growth in order
to inhibit Sn surface segregation. During the cool down period that took approximately 20 minutes, the sample was subject to ultra high vacuum. Growth of the
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Figure 2.3: RHEED pattern of 35 nm SnxGe 1-x epitaxial film with
x = 0.02. The Bragg rods are modulated along their length.

SnxGe 1-x film began immediately after the substrate reached the target growth
temperature, 160 °C, to minimize surface contamination with the hydrocarbons
present in the base pressure. The growth rate of Ge was controlled by feedback
from the quartz crystal monitor to the power supply and held at 0.05 nm/sec.
The Sn effusion cell was calibrated and controlled with temperature to obtain the
target Sn composition in the alloy.

During deposition, surface kinetic

roughening due to the low growth temperature was evident in the RHEED
patterns. The intensity of the fundamental diffraction rods became modulated
along their length as the temperature was lowered below T = 200 °C. When the
Sn deposition began, the half order diffraction rod intensity decreased as the
surface evolved into a 1 × 1 surface. This film thickness was 35 nm for x = 0.02
(Figure 2.3). The final RHEED pattern was indicative of a decrease in the average
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terrace length, increasing step density, and stochastic surface roughening.10
Despite surface roughening, single crystal SnxG ei-x epitaxial film s were obtained.

2.3

SnxGei-x/Ge/Ge(001) superlattices
A series of SnxGei-x/G e superlattice film s were grown w ith 0.01 < x < 0.05

and thickness up to 70 nm (Table 2.1).

The SnxGet-x epitaxial film s were

characterized post-growth w ith Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS),
high

resolution

X-ray

diffraction

(H R -XR D )

and

transmission

electron

microscopy (TEM ). Due to the large Rutherford cross-section (large atom ic size)
of Sn, RBS is a sensitive technique to measure the Sn composition in the
superlattice layers and to probe the sample to determ ine if Sn surface segregation
occurred. A typical RBS spectrum using 2 M eV H e** w ith the sample tilted 7° to
the beam normal is shown in Figure 2.4 for a 5 period Srto.02Ge098 superlattice.
The period of the superlattice was 70 nm and each period was composed of a
15 nm 1 SnxGei-x layer and a 55 nm Ge layer. The top three SnxGei-x layers of the
superlattice were distinguishable. Beyond the th ird layer o f the Superlattice, the
Sn peaks were superimposed in the Ge signal and not resolvable. The Ge and Sn
leading edge energies were represented as lines in Figure 2.4. The leading edge
energy corresponds to the m axim um energy o f a recoiled H e++ ion after colliding

1Note that in the table the target SnxGei-x layer thickness was 14 nm. The error in measuring the
thickness of the film during growth is approximately 10%.
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w ith an atom.

This m axim um energy increases as the atomic mass o f the

scatterer increases, thereby yielding compositional analysis.

As the He++ ion

penetrates the sample, it loses energy. The thickness of a layer, if the energy
spread is greater than the resolution o f the electronics, can be determined from
the w idth of the peak in the RBS spectrum. In Figure 2.4, the SnxGei-x layers
were too thin to resolve the thickness. Yet, the uniform peak height w ith energy
in these three layers (shown in the inset to Figure 2.4) indicated the absence o f Sn
surface segregation. Sn segregation would be associated w ith an enhanced peak
at the Sn leading edge energy, that is, at the surface.
The relaxed or equilibrium lattice parameter ( &snGe)

*he SnxGei-x alloy

was calculated as a function of composition using the virtual crystal
approxim ation.

The virtu al crystal approxim ation has been shown to hold

experim entally for the lattice parameter of the SnxG ei-x alloy system.12 The bulk
lattice constants of a-Sn and Ge are 0.6489 nm and 0.5658 nm, respectively;
hence, by alloying Sn and Ge, the equilibrium lattice constant of the resulting
film is larger than Ge. In order to obtain coherent registry between the epitaxial
film and the Ge(001) substrate, the lattice parameter in the plane o f the film s
( ^SnGe) 1S 111 compression. The out of plane lattice param eter ( &snGe) 1S ^ ee to
expand due to the free surface. The in plane compression and out of plane
expansion of the lattice constant is referred to as a tetragonal distortion depicted
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Ge

Sn

Figure 2.4: Rutherford backscattering spectrum of Sn0.02 Ge0.98
superlattice with 15 nm SnxGe 1-x layers and a period thickness of
70 nm. The Ge and Sn leading edge energies are represented by
lines.

in Figure 2.5. The expansion along the [001] direction is a function of the Poisson
ratio(ν), 0.273 for Ge and 0.298 for Sn.

The Poisson ratio is also linearly

interpolated for the alloy. Thus, for a coherently-strained SnxGe 1-x film, the out of
plane lattice constant, along the [001] direction, will be larger than the SnxGe 1-x
equilibrium lattice constant.
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Superlattice

Description

Sn

Superlattice

Description

Sn

Periods

o f Period

composition

Periods

o f Period

composition

5

20 nm

1

23 nm

SnxGei-x

0.02

SnxGei-x

0.03

50 nm Ge
3

7

20 nm
SnxGei-x

0.03

SnxGei-x

14

20 nm
SnxGei-x

0.01

0.02

21.5 nm Ge

50 nm
SnxGei-x

50 nm
SnxGei-x

50 nm G e
1

0.02

47.5 nm Ge

50nm G e
4

10 nm

5
0.02

14 nm
SnxGei-x

0.02

50 nm G e
1

70 nm
SnxGei-x

2

1
0.02

SnxGei-x

SnxGei-x

1

35 nm
0.02

23 nm
0.04

23 nm
SnxGei-x

0.05

50 nm Ge

Table 2.1: Description of SnxGei-x/G e superlattice films on Ge(OOl).
A ll superlattice structures have an approxim ately 200 nm Ge buffer
layer and a 200 nm Ge capping layer.
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AaHSnGe
aeqSnGe- "

Figure 2.5: Schematic o f tetragonal distortion o f SnxGei-x unit cell
on Ge(OOl).

H igh resolution X-ray diffraction (HR-XRD) was em ployed to measure the
tetragonal distortion o f the un it cell. As seen from the Bragg diffraction equation
(4), if the dooi spacing increases, the value of 0 should decrease.

^

o

= -C O t(0 )A 0

(4)

The experim ental results of a <0-20 scan around the Ge (004) Bragg reflection are
shown in Figure 2.6 for the Sno.02Geo.9s alloy film . The Sno.02Geo.9s alloy peak
shifted to sm aller values of 0 w ith respect to the Ge peak as expected for this
strained film . Comparison o f the HR-XRD experim ental spectrum w ith a
dynamical sim ulation generated using the Takagi-Taupin equations16 confirmed
the Sn composition, x = 0.02, that was measured in RBS and indicated the
absence of strain relaxation at the SnxGei-x/G e interface. HR-XRD is also a sensi-
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Ge(004)

— Experiment
o Simulation

-0.4

-0.2
a

0.0

0.2

Theta (degrees)

Figure 2.6: HR-XRD co-20 scan around Ge (004) Bragg reflection for
the experim ent (solid curve) and the sim ulation (open circles). The
SnamGe o.98 peak is shifted to smaller values of 8.

tive measurement of the periodicity of the superlattice and the layer thickness.
In Figure 2.6, the finite thickness interference fringes indicated the Sno.02Geo.98
film was coherent to the Ge(001) substrate and yielded a value of 15 nm for the
SnxGei-x layer thickness and 70 nm for the period thickness. Sim ilar analysis was
performed for the SnxGei-x films listed in Table 2.1 to determ ine coherency to the
Ge(001) substrate.
Cross-sectional TEM analysis at 300 keV was also performed on the
S n 0 .0 2 G e 0 .9 8

alloy film . Imaging under g = [004] 2 beam conditions in bright field,
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70 nm

(a)
SnxGe1-x

SnxGe1-x

Ge
SnxGe1-x

Ge
SnxGe1-x
Ge

Ge
SnxGe1-x

SnxGe1-x

Ge
SnxGe1-x

Ge
SnxGe1-x
Ge

Ge
SnxGe1-x

100 nm

(b)

SnxGe1-x

Figure 2.7: TEM of analysis of a 5 period Sn0.02 Ge 0.98 /Ge
ur
superlattice. Imaged with (a) 2 beam conditions with g = [004]
where strain contrast is visible and (b) down the [110] zone axis
where the Sn0.02Ge0.98 films appear uniform in composition.

defects were absent in the image as illustrated in Figure 2.7(a).

2 beam

conditions are accomplished by tilting the sample such that the Bragg condition
is satisfied for one particular set of diffraction planes and only the corresponding
diffracted beam and the transmitted beam contribute to the image.

More

specifically, the other diffraction planes are only weakly excited and the contrast
associated with these beams is negligible in a 2 beam image. When the substrate
normal is along [001], the diffracted intensity from the (004) planes, seen in
Figure 2.7(a), is sensitive to strain related with threading dislocations. For the
diamond cubic lattice, threading dislocations that are associated with film
relaxation have burgers vectors of the type ½ [011]. Strain contrast, indicative of
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(a)
50 nm
SnxGe1-x/Ge cap interface Ge cap

(b)

SnxGe1-x
SnxGe1-x/Ge buffer interface
Ge buffer

100 nm

Ge substrate
Figure 2.8: Cross-sectional TEM analysis of Sn0.03 Ge0.97 with
ur
t = 23 nm. Imaged (a) with g = [004] 2 beam conditions where
strain contrast is observed at the interfaces and (b) down the [110]
zone axis indicating uniform Sn composition in the layer.

coherency strain, was evident as non-uniform dark patches at the two
ur
SnxGe 1-x/Ge interfaces in the g = [004] 2 beam image of Figure 2.7(a) but not

threading dislocations. Imaging down the [110] zone axis as shown in Figure
2.7(b), the strain contrast was not as prominent and the Sn0.02Ge0.98 layers in the
superlattice appeared uniform in composition.

Further TEM analysis was

performed on a single layer SnxGe 1-x film with x = 0.03 and t = 23 nm with a Ge
ur
capping layer. Similarly in the g = [004] 2 beam image for this sample, shown in

Figure 2.8(a), strain contrast was observable at the SnxGe 1-x/Ge interface but not
threading dislocations. The film composition was uniform and the interface
abrupt when imaging down the [110] zone axis as shown in Figure 2.8(b). High
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Figure 2.9: HR-TEM image down [110] zone axis of Sn0.03 Ge 0.97 (a)
at the Sn0.03Ge0.97 /Ge cap layer interface(b)
and (b) at the
Sn0.03 Ge 0.97 /Ge buffer layer interface. The lattice fringes are
continuous across both interfaces. The line is drawn to indicate the
interface.

resolution images of the interfaces are seen in Figure 2.9. The lattice fringes are
continuous at the SnxGe 1-x/Ge substrate interface as well as at the SnxGe 1-x/Ge
capping layer interface.
substrate.

Therefore, the SnxGe 1-x film is coherent to the Ge
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2.4
2.4.1

SnxGei-x/Gei-x(001) epitaxial films
Growth conditions
The second group o f films grown were single layer SnxGei-x films on

Ge(001) substrates. The grow th routine was modified slightly from the method
used to grow the superlattice structures (Section 2.2).

That is, the substrate

temperature was lowered to the SnxGei-x alloy growth temperature of
T = 140 -160 °C during Ge buffer layer growth to further m inim ize surface
contamination.

As mentioned earlier, Sn surface segregation becomes more

problematic at higher Sn compositions, thus the growth temperature was
lowered when higher Sn composition alloys were grown. SnxGei-x alloys w ith
x < 0.06 were grown at 160 °C and alloys with 0.07 < x < 0.115 were grown at
150 °C, and the alloy w ith x = 0.115 was grown at 140 °C. The growth rate was
lowered to compensate for the lower growth temperature; for samples w ith
x < 0.06, Rg = 0.05 nm /sec;

for 0.07 < x < 0.115, Rg = 0.04 nm/sec; and

x = 0.115, Rg = 0.03 nm /sec.

2.4.2

In situ crystal structure analysis

During MBE growth, the crystal structure was monitored with RHEED. As
growth progressed, the RHEED pattern transformed into a bulk crystal dif-
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Figure 2.10: RHEED pattern of SnxGe 1-x alloy on Ge(001) with
t = 16 nm and x = 0.06. The diffraction rods have transformed into
spots that is indicative of 3-dimensional growth.

fraction pattern. This transformation was associated with two -dimensional layer
by layer growth to three-dimensional growth. The film thickness at which the
surface morphology transition from two-dimensional to three-dimensional
occurred was dependent on the Sn composition. For example, this film thickness
was 16 nm for x = 0.06 as indicated by the RHEED pattern in Figure 2.10.
Streaking of diffraction spots as well as additional spots seen as satellites around
{111} were also evident for approximately 30% of the grown films. Streaking of
diffraction spots was indicative of surface faceting and the satellite diffraction
spots around {111} were attributed to {111} stacking faults.1 In summary, the
RHEED patterns indicated that the SnxGe 1-x films were epitaxial and single
crystalline with atomically rough surfaces.
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Figure 2.11: RBS spectra of SnxGei-x/G e(001) for x = 0.035,0.06, and
0.115 and t = 100 nm. The Sn peaks are uniform in height and thus
composition w ith depth. The leading edge of Sn and Ge are
represented as dashed lines.

2.4.3

Post-growth film characterization
The crystal quality and composition were further analyzed w ith atomic

force microscopy

(A FM ), RBS, HR-XRD, and TEM.

A FM

images of

500n m x500n m regions on 100 nm thick SnxGei-x films confirmed the rough
surface observed in the RHEED patterns. The root-mean-square roughness was
measured as 1.1 nm for samples with x < 0.06 and 1.5 nm for x > 0.06. In Figure
2.11, representative backscattering spectra taken w ith 2 M eV H e++ and the
sample tilted 7 degrees to the beam normal are shown for 100 nm thick SnxGei-x
alloy films with x = 0.035, 0.06 and 0.115.

The constant height of the Sn

backscattered peak demonstrated that the films were uniform in composition
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w ith depth and free of Sn surface segregation.

The Sn composition varied

laterally over a 2 cm x 2 cm region on the sample surface by ±5% due to a
variation of the Sn flux across the wafer resulting from the fixed position of the
Sn effusion cell with respect to the substrate.
A representative HR-XRD o>-20 scan around the Ge (004) reflection is
shown in Figure 2.12(a) for x = 0.035, 0.06, and 0.115.

Since the unit cell

undergoes tetragonal distortion (depicted in Figure 2.5), the lattice constant
along the growth direction [001] is larger, giving rise to a negative shift of the
(004) Bragg reflection w ith respect to the Ge (004) Bragg reflection; see equation
(4).

The SnxGei-x peak shift was in agreement with the expected shift for a

coherently strained alloy w ith the Sn composition measured in RBS.

The

broadening of the Sno.115Geo.885 peak in Figure 2.12(a) was attributed to diffuse
reflection resulting from the rougher surface observed in both RHEED and AFM.
The experimental HR-XRD results for the SnxGei-x alloy films were then
compared with a dynamical simulation for coherently strained films with
0.035 < x < 0.12 on Ge(001). Upon comparison w ith the experimental data, the
dynamical simulation16 confirmed the backscattering composition and the
absence of strain relaxation at the SnxGei.x/G e interface. The simulation (open
circles) and experimental (solid curve) HR-XRD results are shown for x = 0.06 in
Figure 2.12(b). The finite thickness interference fringes yielded a value of 99 nm
for the Sn0.06Ge0.94 film thickness.

The angular displacement (A 6 q £ ) of the
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SnxGei-,c (004) reflection from the Ge(004) reflection (& (& ) experimentally
determined the strain along the growth direction, ezz (where d is the interplanar
spacing of the reflection):
exp

ezz

Sin^Ge
sintfJS4

/ (004)+ ix _ J ® L _ _ i_ f

~ \ exray

'

*„004
d eqSnGe

^ OQe

1

^

3004 , .,,0 0 4 ,

S in (^ G e

+ A0

) yd

rfg L

The angular displacement of the SnxGei-x (224) asymmetric reflection w ith
respect to the Ge (224) reflection is a function of both ezz (strain along the growth
direction) and exx (strain in the plane of the film ).

Since ezz is known

independently from the (004) reflection, by solving equation (5), the SnxGei-x
(224) asymmetric reflection was used to determine exx.
e (0 0 4 )_

(224)

exp _ Gxray

sxray

2 ,

(6 )

9

sinz 0
where d Z tV

sin0l^4)
------- ,ooi r e— r557T-1

sin(0£f ' + A d ^ * ’

and <j>is the angle between (004) and (224).

Using the linear relationship between composition and lattice parameter12 and
assuming a coherently strained film , both ezz and exx were calculated as a
function of Sn composition, using equation (8) and equation (7), respectively.14
Both ezz and exx calculated in this manner were illustrated as the solid lines in
Figure 2.13.
_ aQ e - a eqSnGe

exx -

8i

eq
SnGe
SnGe

& „ — Gxx +

^+ v \
f
1 -L >
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Figure 2.12: Representative HR-XRD co-20 scan of 100 nm
SnxGei-x/Ge(001) films around the Ge(004) reflection, (a) with
x = 0.035,0.06 and 0.115 and (b) Sn0.06Ge0.94 (solid curve) overlayed
with dynamical simulation (hollow circles).
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Figure 2.13: Comparison between calculated (solid lines) and
experimentally measured strains along the growth direction, ea
(triangles), and in the substrate plane, exx (squares), for 100 nm
coherently-strained Sn*Gei-x films on Ge(001).

where v is the Poisson ration and f is the misfit.
f _ a^SnGe - flGe

(9)

%e

The experimental results for

and exx, represented by triangles and squares in

Figure 2.13, respectively, were in agreement w ith the calculated values using
equations (7) and (8) for coherently strained SnxGei-x epitaxial films on Ge(001).
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Further evidence fo r the absence of dislocations was provided in crosssectional TEM . In Figure 2.14(a), The Sno.06Ge 0.94 alloy film was imaged under
g = [004] 2 beam conditions in bright field (diffracted beam blocked by an
aperture). The Sno.06Geo.94 epitaxial film did not contain threading dislocations in
the region imaged (0.1 pm x l pm ). Also notable in the (004) bright field image
was the presence of the surface undulation measured in AFM .

Coherent

relaxation of an epitaxial film due to a surface undulation has been predicted
theoretically using elastic energy calculations17'18 and confirmed experim entally
for Sii-xGex film s in compression.19 The Sno.O6Geo.94 film was also imaged w ith
high-resolution TEM down the [ 110] zone axis.

The lattice fringes at the

substrate-film interface are seen to be continuous, hence, the Sno.06Geo.94 film
adopts the lattice constant o f the Ge substrate. Thus, the high-resolution image
of Sno.06Geo.94 shown in Figure 2 .14(b) corroborated a coherent interface that was
determ ined from HR-XRD analysis.
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(a)
100 nm
(b)

ur
Figure 2.14: Sn0.06Ge 0.94 /Ge(004) imaged (a) under g = [004]
2 beam conditions and (b) along [110] zone axis at high resolution.
The Sn0.06 Ge0.94/Ge interface (represented as a dashed line) has
continuous lattice fringes.
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2.5

Thermodynamics of coherency
A series of single layer SnxGei-x films were grown on Ge(001) with

0 < x < 0.12 and thickness up to 300 nm to investigate the maximum thickness for
coherently strained epitaxial films. As mentioned previously, the SnxGei-x lattice
undergoes tetragonal distortion.

A volume, or thickness, dependent elastic

energy is stored in the film as a result of tetragonal distortion and this coherency
energy can be relieved by dislocation introduction. The atoms surrounding the
dislocation core increase the energy density of the film and this increase is
independent of film thickness.

Therefore, a critical film thickness exists at

thermodynamic equilibrium below which it is energetically unfavorable for
dislocation introduction and above which the energy of the system can be
reduced by strain-relieving threading dislocations. The critical thickness, hc, was
calculated in equation (10) by summing the total areal energy density of a semicoherent film and m inim izing this energy as a function of dislocation density.13

1- wcos2 p \ ( 4__V
hu ^
In
b
8^-fcosA
1+ u
/

hc = -------------

where f is the misfit and b is the burgers vector. Notice that only the edge
component, b cosk, of the burgers vector relieves coherency energy. Since the
energy density associated w ith dislocations is dependent on the square of the
magnitude of the burgers vector, the shortest burgers vector o f the lattice is
adopted to minimize energy.

For the diamond cubic crystal structure, the
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shortest burgers vector is of the type Vi [110]; therefore, X is taken as 60° in the
calculation.
HR-XRD

The transcendental equation (10) was solved numerically.

measurements, SnxGei-x alloy

films with 0.035 < x < 0.115

From
and

maximum film thickness of 219 nm were determined to be coherently strained on
Ge(001).20

These films thickness substantially exceed the critical thickness

predicted by equation (10).13 For instance, a SnxGei-x alloy film w ith x = 0.078
and

film

thickness

of

155 nm

was

coherently-strained,

whereas

the

thermodynamic calculation predicted a critical thickness of 9.3 nm. A series of
films w ith 0.035 < x < 0.115 (closed circles in Figure 2.15) were obtained beyond
the predicted thermodynamic critical thickness (solid curve). The experimental
results were not surprising due to the low growth temperature. For Sii-xGex
heterostructures, a kinetic phenomenological model yields stress-temperature
diagrams where the amount of strain relaxation is small (< 107) at low growth
temperatures (T < 0.5 Tmdt).14 Since the SnxGei-x epitaxial films are Sn dilute
alloys grown at temperatures (T < 160 °C) much less than 0.5 Tmdt for Ge, the
nucleation rate for misfit dislocations is expected to be low, leading to the
observed negligible dislocation density. Another mechanism by which a nonhydrostatically stressed film can coherently relax is by the formation of a surface
undulation.17'18 For a film in compression, as is SnxGei-x on Ge, the lattice
constant at the crest of the surface undulation can relax coherently. The SnxGei-x
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Figure 2.15: Thermodynamic critical thickness, solid curve,
compared with experimentally determined thickness of metastable
coherently strained SnxGet-x films on Ge(001) substrates (solid
circles). The experimental film thickness exceeded the calculated
thermodynamic critical thickness.

films did exhibit a surface undulation, evident in both AFM and cross-sectional
TEM (seen in Figure 2.14a).

2.6

Conclusions
Coherently strained SnxGei-x/G e superlattices and single layer SnxGei-x

epitaxial films were grown on Ge(001) substrates. These solid solutions were
grown in excess of the thermodynamic solid solubility of Sn in Ge (x = 0.01). The
growth temperature was optim ized, 140 °C < T < 160 °C, to maximize the
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thickness for coherent epitaxial growth and to eliminate Sn surface segregation.
RBS measured the Sn composition in the films and confirmed that Sn surface
segregation did not occur.

Both HR-XRD and cross-section TEM analysis

revealed the coherent interface between the SnxGei-x films and Ge(OOl) substrate.
A thermodynamic argument estimating the thermodynamic critical thickness for
dislocation introduction was investigated and compared w ith the experimentally
determined thickness for coherent epitaxial growth. The SnxGei-x epitaxial films
exceeded the predicted thermodynamic critical thickness.

The disagreement

between the experimental results and the thermodynamic model had two
origins. Film relaxation at the crest of a surface undulation has been documented
to relieve coherency energy in the absence of dislocation introduction.17'18
Additionally, epitaxial films grown beyond the thermodynamic critical thickness
for dislocation introduction are observed for SixGei-x/Si(001) heterostructures
and explained w ith a kinetic phenomenological model that predicts a low
dislocation nucleation rate at low temperatures.
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Chapter 3

Optical Characterization of
Coherent, Homogeneous
SnxGei-x Alloys

3.1

Introduction
Due to the predictions of a fundamental direct energy bandgap for

SnxGei-x binary alloys with compositions in excess of x = 0.2 by tight-binding1
and pseudopotential2 bandstructure calculations, the characterization of the
SnxGei-x bandstructure became of practical interest for infrared optoelectronic
device applications.3*5 Both Sn and Ge are group IV elements and isoelectronic
w ith Si. The low growth temperature of SnxGei-x alloys allows for deposition o f
the alloy post integrated circuit processing, which is favorable for the monolithic
integration of SnxGei-x infrared detectors w ith Si ULSI technology.

Ge is an

indirect energy bandgap semiconductor w ith eight degenerate conduction band
minima or valleys at the L point (k = 2jc/ a ( V i , 16, V£)) in reciprocal space. The
local minima of the conduction band at the Brillouin zone center, or the T point
(k = (0, 0 ,0 )), of Ge sits 130 meV above the L point (0.67 eV). Diamond cubic Sn
(or a-Sn) is a semimetal with a conduction band minima at the T point sitting
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Figure 3.1: Alloy effect on relaxed SnxGei-x bandstructure:
experimental measurement (symbols) [He & Atwater, 1997] and
tight-binding calculation (dotted and dashed lines) [Jenkins & Dow,
1987].

0.4 eV below the valence band.

By alloying Sn and Ge, the conduction band

extrema at both the L point and T points in k-space were predicted to decrease in
energy w ith increasing Sn composition.

The gamma point was predicted to

decrease more rapidly. The tight-binding bandstructure calculation predicted
that the alloy would undergo an indirect to direct bandgap transition with a
continuously tunable direct energy bandgap in the infrared from 0.55 eV to 0 eV
for Sn compositions of x = 0.2 to 0.6 The indirect (dotted curve) to direct (dashed
curve) energy bandgap transition predicted by the bandstructure calculation is
depicted in Figure 3.1. a-Sn has a low electron effective mass, 0.0236 m0, thus, the
SnxGei-x alloy was also predicted to have a high electron m obility.1'2'6'7
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The indirect to direct bandgap transition was measured at a Sn
composition of x = 0.10 for strain-relieved alloys on Si(001) (Figure 3.1),5 much
lower than the calculated prediction of x = 0.2.

The measured direct energy

bandgap of strain-relieved SnxGei-x solid solutions varies from 0.35 eV to 0.80 eV
as the Sn composition ranges from x = 0.15 to x = 0, represented in Figure 3.1 as
closed triangles.5 The discrepancy between the bandstructure calculation and
the experimental results has been attributed to a bowing of the bandgap
produced by local distortions in the bond lengths and bond angles of the crystal.5
By the using the virtual crystal approximation where each atom has the average
properties of the alloy, the tight-binding calculation does not take into account
electronic perturbations associated w ith local distortions in the crystal lattice.
Coherency strain m ay alter the electronic structure further. As mentioned
previously, in order to reduce the dislocation density of the alloy layers, SnxGei-x
epitaxial films were grown coherently strained on Ge(001).

Deformation

potential theory as defined by Braden and Schockley,8 describes the perturbation
of the electronic structure due to dilations of the unit cell.

In the case of

SixGei-x/Si(001), coherency strain was expected to reduce the indirect bandgap
from 0.94 eV to 0.76 eV as the Ge composition ranged from 0 < x 0.4, w ith a
corresponding misfit of 1.7% w ith respect to Si(OOl).9'10
In this chapter, the effect of the tetragonal distortion of the unit cell on the
SnxGei-x energy bandgap is described.

The effects of coherency strain were

investigated both theoretically, using deformation potential theory, and
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experimentally, by the measurement of the energy bandgap of coherently
strained SnxGei-x/G e(001) alloys via transmittance in a Fourier transform
infrared (FT-IR) spectrometer. The measured energy bandgap as a function of Sn
composition for coherently strained SnxGei-x/Ge(001) alloys was strongly
dependent on

Sn

concentration

w ith

a

negligible

strain

contribution.

Deformation potential theory agreed w ith a small strain contribution on the
magnitude of the SnxGei-x/G e(001) energy bandgap when the strain axis was
along [001]. For SnxGei-x/G e ( lll) alloys, the L point was expected to decrease
dramatically with strain. When the strain axis was along [111], an indirect to
direct bandgap transition was not predicted according to deformation potential
theory calculations.

3.2

Photoluminescence of dilute SnxGei-x/Ge(001)
superlattices
It has been proposed that compressive stress could dramatically change

the electronic properties of Sn dilute SnxGei-x alloys, x > 0.02.11 In section 2.1, the
challenges associated w ith growing SnxGei-x alloys w ith x > 0.15 were described
in detail. Thus, it would be beneficial if coherency strain shifted the indirect to
direct energy bandgap transition to lower Sn compositions. The T point was
predicted to decrease more rapidly w ith strain than the L point.11 The indirect to
direct transition was predicted to occur at a Sn composition of x = 0.02.11 In
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order to probe the extrema points of the bandstructure of Sn dilute coherently
strained SnxGei-x alloys, photoluminescence (PL) measurements were performed
on SnxGei-x/G e superlattice structures w ith 0.02 < x < 0.04 and thickness up to
300 nm. (The microstructure was described in section 2.2). A Ge cap layer was
grown as the final layer of the superlattice structure to eliminate surface
recombination sites on the top SnxGei-x layer.
A 457.9 nm A r+ laser w ith 100 m W /m m 2 was used for carrier excitation
and a grating spectrometer w ith spectral resolution of 3.2 nm was coupled to an
InSb detector to measure PL emission.

The maximum emission wavelength

detectable w ith the InSb detector was 5 pm or 0.24 eV. The sample temperature
was controlled between 12 K and 300 K w ith a closed circuit He cryostat. PL
intensity was not detected from these films. Further characterization was needed
to determine whether the film quality or the lack of an indirect to direct bandgap
transition was responsible for the absence of a PL signal.

A quantitative

calculation was necessary to determine the effect of coherency strain on the
SnxGei-x bandstructure.12

3.3
3.3.1

Deformation potential theory
Background
Deformation potential theory can be used to estimate the strain-induced

shifts in energy band extrema for non-polar semiconductors such as Si and Ge.8
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The concept behind deformation potential theory is the method of effective mass
where the motion of electrons is described by assigning an appropriate effective
mass to the electron in a gradually varying potential. This method is valid when
the change of the gradually varying potential is small compared to the periodic
potential over one unit cell.13"15 The gradually varying potential associated w ith
coherency strain arises from scattering of acoustic lattice vibrations due to
dilations of the unit cell; thus, deformation potential theory is only valid for non
polar semiconductors.

3.3.2

Theoretical calculation for SnxGei-x/Ge(001) and
SnxGei-x/G e (lll) bandstructure
The tetragonal distortion, in plane compression and out of plane

expansion, of the SnxGei-x unit cell is a consequence o f coherent registry w ith the
Ge substrate.16 For a biaxially strained alloy in compression, the resulting stress
fields can be mechanically decomposed into a hydrostatic compression and a
uniaxial elongation.9 The effect of coherency strain at the extrema points of the
SnxGei-x bandstructure was examined first by the uniaxial splitting of the valence
band, then the uniaxial splitting of the conduction band, and last of all the
uniform hydrostatic shift of the extrema.
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3.3.2.1

Valence band

The effect of strain on the valence band of SnxGei-x alloys was examined
using a Hamiltonian derived from crystal symmetry:17
Hv - Hq +D a
”(e„ *e „ + e „ ) + |-D U [J,!

+ f D j i (J,J, +

J! ) e„ +c.p.]

(U )

+ c.p.)

where HoV is the Hamiltonian in the absence of strain, DdV is the valence band
deformation potential constant, J = (Jx,Jy,Jz ) is the hole angular momentum,
Du (Du'j is the deformation potential constant associated w ith distortions along
[001] ([111]), and C.p. denotes cyclic permutations. The components of the strain
tensor, eu, are different for strain oriented along [001] from those w ith strain
oriented along [111]. Due to the size of the lattice mismatch between SnxGei-x
and Ge, the spin-orbit interaction must be included in the Ham iltonian to
accurately characterize the energy band deformation.

The strain /spin-orbit

Ham iltonian is a 6 x 6 matrix in the (J, M j) representation, seen in equation (12).
As can be seen from the Ham iltonian, no mixing occurs for states w ith different
values of M j, thus, M j remains a good quantum number.

The energy

eigenvalues, equations (13) through (15), obtained by diagonalizing the
Ham iltonian, are uniquely represented in the (J, M j) representation.
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M j= 3 /2 V*

H = H e + H S0 =

- V i- 3 /2

Vi
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where the eigenvalues are:
(13)

± 2 ) = e (x)
-

2

2

•

W + A(x)] + ^

[9e 2(x) + A 2(x) - 2f(x)A(x)],/2

.
(x) + A(x)]
- t:

2(x) + A 2(x) - 2e(x)A(x) ]1/2

(14)
(15)

2
2
2
where A is the spin-orbit splitting, linearly interpolated from pure Sn and Ge and
e(x) = — Du [en(x) - exx(x)]e(x)
u

strain axis along [001]

f(x) = | Du' e^tx)

strain axis along [111]

(16)
(17)

Since the deformation potential constants for Sn were unknown, the deformation
potential constants of Ge were used to model strain effects on the SnxGei-x alloy
bandstructure. This was a reasonable approximation due to the low Sn content
in the region of interest, x < 0.12.

The values of the deformation potential

constants used in the valence band calculation were obtained experimentally
from piezo-electroreflectance data: Du = 3.81 ± 0.25 eV and Du' = 8.14 ±0.5 eV.18
In the presence of strain, the 4-fold degeneracy of the valence band was lifted; the
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3

3

energy of heavy hole valence band, Ev(—,± —), was calculated to increase while
3 1
the energy of light hole, Ev(—,± —) r valence band was calculated to decrease, as
shown in Figure 3.2. Thus, the valence band deformation was expected to give
rise to a decrease in Eg as well as a decrease in the density of states at the valence
band maxima. The increase in the energy of the heavy hole valence band was
expected to be larger when the strain axis was along [001] versus [111].
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Figure 3.2: Uniaxial deformation of the Evhh and Evin- The lines
represent strain axis along [001] and the symbols along [111].

3.3.2.2

Conduction band

The unperturbed bandstructure of Ge has eight degenerate ellipsoidal
constant energy surfaces found in reciprocal space at k = 2 n /a ( Vi , Vi, V4) along
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{111} depicted in Figure 3.3. The perturbation resulting from coherency strain on
the conduction band was calculated by solving the Boltzmann equation for the
three components of the energy dependent relaxation time tensor for the case
when electron scattering occurs by acoustic lattice vibrations.19 These three
components are in the directions of the three principle axes of the ellipsoidal
constant energy surface. From the relaxation time tensor, macroscopic properties

Figure 3.3: Schematic of ellipsoidal constant energy surfaces in Ge.
such as mobility, piezo-resistance, and the deformation potential constants can
be calculated.

The total conduction band energy shift for a valley in the ki

direction is given by19
 −
 −
∆Ec(i ) =  Ξd 1+ Ξ u {aˆ i ⊗ aˆi } ∗ e



(18)

_

where Ξ d, Ξ u are the dilation and uniaxial deformation potential constants, 1 is
the unit tensor, aˆi is the unit vector in the direction of the conduction band
_

valley, e is the strain tensor, ⊗ denotes an outer product, and * denotes an inner
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product. The mean energy shift of the conduction band extrema was calculated
from the following:19

AE<°> =

- Ed + 3 E “

(19)

1*e

The values used for the deformation potential constants in the analysis were
calculated by fitting cyclotron resonance data of Ge and are Eu = 17.0 ±0.6 eV and
Ha = -10.88 ± 0.47 eV.20

The uniaxial component of the conduction band

deformation was then calculated by subtracting equation (19) from equation (18).
Due to the symmetry of the eight <111> conduction band valleys around the
[001] direction, the uniaxial splitting of the conduction band is zero. That is, the
conduction band valleys shift uniform ly.

The symmetry is broken when the

strain axis is along [111] and the uniaxial splitting is given by

AEj/1-

a4

01 = 2=„e4 => ft1'1= (111),<111)

(20)

=>*(') = ( 111), (111), (111), (111), (111), (111)
o

The six conduction band valleys off the strain axis significantly decreased in
energy at L6 w ith strain, 150 meV for x = 0.10, according to the deformation
potential theory calculation. The variation of the bandgap energy at the L6 point
and T? point predicted by the theory is shown in Figure 3.4. The conduction
band valleys parallel to the strain axis were predicted to increase while the
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Figure 3.4: Uniaxial splitting of the conduction band at Le due to
uniaxial strain along [111].

conduction band valleys off the strain axis were predicted to decrease, giving rise
to a large splitting.

3.3.2.3

Hydrostatic component

The energy associated w ith hydrostatic compressions of the Ge unit cell
can be understood qualitatively by examining the relationship between energy
and atomic spacing for carbon arranged in the diamond lattice illustrated in
Figure 3.5.21 When the carbon atoms are brought in close proximity, the atomic
wavefunctions overlap and the electron wavefunctions become superpositions of
atomic states. The energy levels split and form a continuum of states. The
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Figure 3.5: Energy levels versus lattice spacing for
diamond.[Kimball, 1935]

for the electrons and ∆ε is the energy bandgap where allowed states do not exist.
As seen in Figure 3.5, the energy bandgap is a function of the equilibrium lattice
parameter. If the interatomic spacing or lattice parameter decreases, such as in
hydrostatic compression, the energy difference between the conduction band
and valence band increases, thus, increasing the energy of the bandgap.
The energy bandgap shift arising from hydrostatic compressions is also
calculated from the solution of the Boltzmann equation for the energy dependent
relaxation time tensor and is expressed by:19
− −
1
∆EGHydro = ( Ξd + Ξ u − γ )1* e
3

(21)
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Figure 3.6: Hydrostatic component of AEg represented by squares
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where y is the deformation potential constant associated w ith uniform shifts of
the valence band due to dilations. Dilations, A V /V , associated with SnxGei-x on
Ge are negative since the alloy is in compression.

The sum of the three

deformation potential constants in equation (21) is also negative for Ge, -2.9 eV;22
thus, hydrostatic pressure increases the SnxGei-xbandgap, as illustrated in Figure
3.6. A t a Sn composition of 10%, the hydrostatic component was expected to
increase the energy by 50 meV when the stain axis was along [001] and 68 meV
when the strain axis was along [111].
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3.3.3

Summary of DPT predictions for SnxGei-x
/Ge(001) and SnxGei-x /G e (lll) bandstructure
For epitaxial coherently strained SnxGei-x on Ge(001), the increase in Ev,hh

decreased the bandgap but the hydrostatic component increased the bandgap by
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a comparable amount. Thus, strain was not predicted to dramatically change the
magnitude of Eg when the stress axis was along [001]. The bandgap energy was
calculated to decrease by 16 m eV at a Sn composition of x = 0.10. Since F7 and L6
shifted uniformly w ith strain, the indirect to direct energy transition should be
dominated by the alloy effect and remain near x = 0.09, as measured for relaxed
SnxGei-x alloys on Si(001).5 Alternatively, when the strain axis was along [111], L6
was calculated to decrease due to the uniaxial splitting of the conduction band
(Figure 3.4) while F? increased due to the hydrostatic component (Figure 3.6).
For a Sn composition of x = 0.10, L6 lies 150 meV below F7.

Hence, in the

composition range of interest, x < 0.20, the effect of strain dominates over the
alloy effect and an indirect to direct energy bandgap transition was not predicted
for coherent SnxGei-x on G e (lll), as indicated in Figure 3.7.

3.4

Measurement of the SnxGei-x/Ge(001) energy
bandgap

3.4.1

Experiment
The direct energy gap of coherently strained SnxGei-x alloys on Ge(001)

substrates with Sn compositions of 0.035 < x < 0.115 and film thickness of 100
nm was measured. The growth technique and determination of coherency to the
Ge(001) substrate was described in detail in Chapter 2 and w ill not be discussed
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here. In order to characterize the effect o f strain on the energy gap, infrared
transmittance and reflectance measurements were performed using a Nicolet
Magna 760 FT-IR spectrometer between 1000-8000 cm 1 at 300 K.

The

spectrometer was continuously purged w ith dry nitrogen to avoid absorption of
the IR signal by the ambient composed partly of CO 2 and H 2O. An aperture was
used to lim it the incident radiation on the sample to a spot size of 10 mm. A
background signal was taken before and after the sample measurement to
confirm the stability of the IR signal. The transmitted signal varied by less than
0.5% between the two measurements. The optical transmittance and reflectance
was calculated by dividing the measuredsignal intensity by the through beam
intensity.
Based on experimental results for

strain-relieved

SnxGei-x alloys5

combined w ith deformation potential theory predictions, the lowest composition
SnxGei-x alloy that was predicted to exhibit a direct energy bandgap was x = 0.09.
A t this alloy composition, the corresponding bandgap energy is 0.5 eV (2.5 pm ).
Although PL is a more straightforward measurement of the direct bandgap
energy in comparison to absorption, losses in standard optical lenses become
problematic at wavelengths greater than 2 pm.

Thus, optical absorption via

transmittance and reflectance was employed to measure the energy bandgap of
coherently strained SnxGei-x alloys. FT-IR spectroscopy is advantageous because
all wavelengths are measured simultaneously; thus, good statistics are obtained
during a short measurement interval.
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Reflectance measurements were taken at a 50 degree angle of incidence
and are shown in Figure 3.8(a) for Sn compositions of x = 0.05 and 0.08. The
higher reflectance above the bandgap energy was attributed to a monotonic
increase in the refractive index with increasing Sn content in agreement w ith
previous reports.5 Transmittance measurement were taken at normal incidence
and are shown in Figure 3.8(b) for SnxGei-x alloys w ith x = 0.035, 0.06 and .0.115.
Transmittance decreased near 0.6 eV as the Sn composition in the SnxGei-x alloys
increased. The change in transmittance was small because the films were 100 nm
thick.
In order to determine the dependence of the energy bandgap on Sn
composition, the reflectance and transmittance spectra were simulated between
3000 and 8000 c m 1 using a commercial software package.2 The simulation
calculates the reflectance and transmittance spectra by solving the Maxwell
equations at the air-film , film-substrate and substrate-air interfaces.

The

transmittance and reflectance depend on the film thickness and the dielectric
function.

The film thickness was measured in RBS and HR-XRD and the

dielectric function is the desired output from the simulation.

The dielectric

function is:
h = n-ik

2SCI, Optical Thin Film Software
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where n is the refractive index and k is the extinction coefficient.

From the

extinction coefficient, the absorption coefficient can be calculated:

a(co) = 2(ok{co)

( 23)

The absorption edge can be fit to obtain the value of the energy bandgap. Using
the parabolic band approximation, a functional form of the absorption coefficient
has a power dependence on the direct energy bandgap of 0.5 and on the indirect
energy bandgap of 2. Transitions between bandtails that are associated w ith
disorder in the crystal lattice can be included in the functional of the absorption
coefficient by using Urbach's rule.23
The simulation software required initial input for the dielectric function.
The above method was performed backward, that is the change in SnxGei-x
bandgap energy predicted by deformation potential theory calculations12
coupled w ith previous energy bandgap measurements for strain-relieved alloys5
were used to calculate the absorption coefficient from which the extinction
coefficient could be calculated. The refractive index of SnxGei-x was used as
input for the refractive index in the simulation.5 The software iteratively fit the
transmittance and reflectance spectra and generated a new value for the
dielectric function. The experimental value of the bandgap (Figure 3.9) was then
determined by repeating the above method until the root-mean-square error
between the simulated and experimental transmittance data was minimized.
The results for the indirect and direct energy gap obtained by the above analysis
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were plotted in Figure 3.9.

By fitting the data with a curve that included a

bowing parameter, the indirect to direct bandgap transition occurred near
x = 0.09, in agreement w ith deformation potential theory calculations and
previous measurements.

3.4.2

Comparison between theory and experiment for
SnxGei-x /Ge(OOl)
Figure 3.10 illustrates the decrease in the direct energy gap with

increasing strain. The dotted curve is a fit to the measured energy gap (dosed
triangles) for unstrained SnxGei-x alloys and the solid curve is the result of the
deformation potential theory calculation.

The dosed triangles represent the

measured energy gap for coherently strained SnxGei-x films on Ge(001).

At

x = 0.08, the experimentally measured energy gap is 0.55 eV for coherently
strained alloys (solid squares) versus 0.549 eV for the strain-relieved alloys; the
energy difference is negligible in comparison to the experimental error in the
measurements. The uniaxial splitting of the valence band, AEv, was evident in
transmittance measurement in that the density of states was reduced to the
heavy hole contribution between Eg, T and Eg, T + AEv to obtain the best fit to the
experimental transmittance spectra for x > 0.07. In summary, the direct energy
bandgap of SnxGei-x alloys decreased prim arily through an increase in Sn
concentration for this system. The effect of coherency strain on the SnxGei-x alloy
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bandgap was evident in a reduction in the valence band density of states rather
than a reduction o f the magnitude o f the energy bandgap.

3.5

Conclusion
The experimental relationship between SnxGei-x/G e(001) bandgap energy

and Sn composition was compared w ith a deformation potential model that uses
an effective mass approximation to determine the perturbation of the electronic
structure resulting from coherency strain.

For the SnxGei-x/G e (lll) system,

coherency strain was predicted to break the degeneracy of the <111> conduction
band valleys. The energy of the six conduction band valleys oriented off the
strain axis decreased dramatically w ith strain in the calculation while the T point
increases as a function of coherency strain.

Hence SnxG ei-x/G e (lll) was not

predicted to undergo an indirect to direct bandgap transition. The deformation
potential model predicted that coherency energy had little effect on the overall
energy of the SnxGei-x/Ge(001) bandgap.

A reduction in the joint density of

states was expected due to the splitting of the degeneracy o f the heavy hole and
light hole valence bands. For homogeneous, coherently strained SnxGei-x alloys
grown on Ge(OOl), the measured bandgap energy did not exhibit a measurable
change in energy w ith coherency strain16 in agreement with deformation
potential theory.12 The decrease in the density of states due to the splitting of the
heavy hole and light hole valence band was measurable for alloys with Sn
compositions above x = 0.07.
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Chapter 4

Non-Lithographic Epitaxial
SnxGei-x Dense Nanowire
Arrays on Ge(OOl)

4.1
4.1.1

Introduction
M otivation
Self-assembled nanostructures have the advantage of small feature sizes

without costly electron beam or extreme U V lithography.

A wide variety of

methods are employed to fabricate self-assembled structures. D N A templating
may be used to pattern gold nanowires and nanospheres,1 the LangmuirBlodgett technique can produce self-assembled monolayers of molecules,2-3 and
various epitaxial growth techniques produce quantum dots and wires.

The

epitaxial growth techniques are further developed than the former two methods.
Epitaxial growth of quantum wires can be achieved along step edges,4-5 and via
phase-separation during epitaxial growth.6

In order for this to be a viable

technology, the diameter of the nanowire and the periodicity of the arrays must
be controllable. Uniformity of size and spacing of Ge nanocrystals on Si(OOl)
through strain field interactions has already been demonstrated.7

We have
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studied the SnxGei-x alloy system that undergoes phase-separation during
molecular beam epitaxy and forms nanow ire arrays oriented along the [001]
growth direction. The SnxGei-x alloy system was used as a model system to gain
insight into the physical mechanisms driving phase-separation and ordering
during dynamic growth.

This chapter w ill be composed of three parts: (1)

characterization of the microstructure, (2) statistical analysis of the periodicity of
the growth instability and correlation w ith a physical model, and (3) optical
characterization of phase-separated SnxGei-x/Ge(001) alloy films.

4.1.2

Microstructure analysis
Sn segregates via surface diffusion to the crest of a surface undulation

during growth and forms Sn-enriched SnxGei-x rods oriented along [001].
Z-contrast imaging8 w ith scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) in
planar view was employed to demonstrate Sn phase-separation across the film
surface. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis of 0.1 to 1 pm thick
SnxGei-x/Ge(001) epitaxial films w ith 0 < x < 0.07 demonstrated that phaseseparation of Sn along the [001] grow th direction occurred once a critical film
thickness was exceeded. The absence of compositional non-uniformities in the
thinner SnxGei-x alloy films was in agreement with the concept of a kinetic critical
thickness.9 The measured period of phase-separation in TEM was 65 nm and the
size of the Sn-rich rods was 23 nm for a film thickness of 1 pm and a Sn
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composition of 3%. The period of the phase-separation was observed to be a
function o f Sn composition.

4.1.3

Statistical analysis and comparison w ith
theoretical models
A height modulation on the surface, corresponding to the phase-

separation, or growth instability, was measured in atomic force microscopy
(A FM ) for a variety of samples w ith varying misfit strain and Sn composition.
The Fourier height correlation function of the A FM topological images yielded a
value for the fastest growing wavelength of the growth instability.

The

experimentally determined fastest growing wavelength was compared w ith a
thermodynamic and kinetic model to investigate the origins of the growth
instability.

Both models correctly predicted the experimentally observed

decrease of the instability wavelength w ith composition and strain.

The

thermodynamic model was off by approximately an order of magnitude in its
prediction of the period of the instability.

The kinetic model and the

experimentally measured instability wavelength agreed w ithin a maximum
deviation between experiment and theory of 30%. The greater accuracy of the
kinetic model was attributed to the relevant couplings of the surface dynamics
w ith compositional and misfit stresses during growth of the binary alloy.
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4.1.4

Optical characterization
The optical properties of phase-separated SnxGei-x films, w ith x = 0.05,

0.07, 0.085, were characterized
spectroscopy.

w ith

Fourier transform infrared

(FT-IR)

The direct energy bandgap of phase-separated SnxGei-x alloys

films decreased with respect to homogeneous alloy films with the same average
Sn composition. The decrease in the direct energy bandgap for phase-separated
SnxGei-x films was attributed to local Sn-rich regions having a lower bandgap
energy. Previous measurements of the SnxGei-x bandgap as a function of alloy
composition has demonstrated that the direct energy bandgap decreases w ith
increasing Sn composition.10'11

Due

to challenges associated w ith

Sn

incorporation into the Ge lattice, the phase-separation can be exploited to obtain
a direct energy bandgap m aterial w ith a lower average Sn composition than
homogeneous SnxGei-x films and thereby, a lower misfit with respect to the
Ge(001) substrate.

4.2

SnxGei-x microstructure
The microstructure of the SnxGei-x films was characterized

with

Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS), Raman spectroscopy, TEM ,
STEM, and AFM. RBS measured the average Sn composition in the film . In
Raman spectroscopy, the vibrational energy levels of the optical phonons were
measured and evidence of Sn clustering in thicker alloy films was observed.
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TEM characterized the crystal structure and STEM analysis in planar view
revealed the phase-separation of Sn in a rod like morphology.

4.2.1

Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy

RBS probed the average composition of the SnxGei-x alloy films and indicated the
absence o f Sn surface segregation during growth. The back-scattered signal was
measured w ith the samples tilted 7° to the incident 2 M eV H e++ beam to avoid
channeling. The spot size of the He++ beam was on the order of 1 mm w hile the
phase-separated regions were on a much smaller length scale, on the order of
10 nm. Thus the average Sn composition in the SnxGei-x alloy film was
determined from RBS.

4.2.2

Raman spectroscopy

The vibrational energy levels in the crystal were measured via Raman
spectroscopy. The Raman shift was measured from the backscattered radiation
of an incident 514.5 nm A r+ ion laser, at normal incidence to the film , horizontal
polarization and at room temperature. The Stokes shifted peak (0)s ) measured
the phonon energy ( hd)0):
h(Os = hC0j - h ( Q 0
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w here ho),- is the incident energy of the Ar+ ion laser.

The phonon energy

measures the energy of the vibrational states and, thus, can be an indication of Sn
clustering in the alloy.
The first-order Raman peak, VLTo(r25'), for Ge measured the zone-center
( k = 0 ), trip ly degenerate, optical phonons and was found near 300 c m 1, shown
in Figure 4 -l(a ). Biaxial strain is know n to split the degeneracy of the optical
phonons into a doublet (coa) and a singlet state

( o is ) . 1 2

The shift o f the VLTo(r25')

phonon energy w ith respect to the Ge b u lk VLTo(r25') peak due to biaxial strain is
given by

A 6)d = - 3

+ ^ ( f zz- £ xx)
(26)

A o)s — 3 a 0y0£xx +

^xx)

where y0 is the Griineisen param eter (0.893) associated w ith hydrostatic pressure
and p (-4 .7 x l0 27 s 2) and q (-6.2xl027 s*2) are parameters associated w ith uniaxial
stress. The Vlto(F 25') peak for thin, homogeneous SnxGei-x films shifted to lower
energy w ith increasing Sn com position, as seen in Figure 4 -l(a ).

The

experim entally measured shift of the VLTo(r25’) peak w ith respect to the Ge
VLTo(r25') peak was approxim ately four tim es larger than the value calculated for
Acod using equation (25). The values of all the parameters used in the calculation
o f AcOd corresponded to pure Ge. A llo yin g can also shift the Raman peak due to a
softening o f the elastic constants. The elastic compliance constants are lower for
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Sn than Ge.13 The VLxo(r25') peak for thick SnxGei-x films is seen in Figure 4-l(b ).
Comparing the Raman spectra of the thin, homogeneous films w ith the thick
films, the shift of the Vuro(r25') peak w ith respect to bulk Ge is higher for thicker
films w ith the same average Sn composition. The increase in the peak shift w ith
increasing film thickness may be attributed to an increases in strain on a local
scale due to compositional fluctuations as well as to an alloy effect. Sn atoms
have a larger atomic radii in comparison to Ge, thus clustering of Sn w ill distort
and strain the crystal lattice.
Further evidence for clustering of Sn atoms in the thick films was seen as
an increase in intensity of the Sn VLTo(r2s) peak that is found in bulk a-Sn near
200 cm*1. The Raman spectra for thin films and thick films are shown in Figure
4-2(a) and Figure 4-2(b), respectively. For thin SnxGei-x films, the Ge G)2t a ( x ) peak
that is found near 160 cm*1 decayed and a new peak was formed near 190 cm*1 as
the Sn composition in the film increased. The peak near 190 cm*1 was attributed
to a strain shifted Vlto(F 25) peak for Sn. The thick films exhibited the same
behavior as the thin films. Yet, upon comparison of Figure 4-2(a) and Figure
4-2(b), the relative intensity of the VLTo(r2s) peak for Sn w ith respect to the Ge
Q )2 T a ( x )

peak was much higher in the thick versus thin SnxGei-x films.

The

increased intensity of the Sn VLTo(r2s) peak with film thickness at a fixed average
Sn composition indicated that phase-separation occurred when the film thickness
exceeded a critical value.
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4.2.3

Transmission electron microscopy analysis
SnxGei-x/Ge(001) films w ith Sn composition of 0 < x < 0 . 0 7 and film

thickness between 0.1 and 1 pm were examined in TEM.

Previously,

homogeneous 100 nm thick SnxGei-x films w ith Sn compositions between
0 < x < 0.115 were grown coherently on Ge(001) substrates.10

A significant

change in morphology occurred when the SnxGei-x film thickness increased. A
cross-sectional TEM image down the [110] zone axis of a 1 pm thick Sn0.03Ge0.973
film is seen in Figure 4-3(a). The SnxGei-x film has dark and light bands along the
[001] growth direction. A cross-section orthogonal to [110] was prepared and
sim ilarly imaged down the [110] zone axis, shown in Figure 4-3(b). The contrast
observed down the [110] zone axis had approximately the same periodicity as
that observed down the [110] zone axis. The schematic depicted in Figure 4-4
portrays the assumption that the contrast in the images down the [110] and
[110] zone axes can be interpreted as Sn-rich rods growing along [001]. Although,
further substantiation of the claim of Sn phase-separation is still necessary
because contrast observed in TEM is a function of both composition and strain.
In order to determine if the contrast was due to grain boundaries,
diffraction patterns were taken down the [001] and [110] zone axes, seen in

3 From here on when using this convention (SnxGei-x), x w ill denote the average film composition.
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(a)

100 nm

(b)

100 nm

Figure 4-3: Cross-sectional TEM images of SnxGe1-x alloy with an
average Sn composition of 0.03 imaged down the (a) [110] zone axis
and (b) [110]zone axis.

[001]
[110]

[110]
S n rich
regions

(004)
Substrate
Figure 4-4: Schematic representing Sn-enrichment of SnxGe 1-x rods
along [001].
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Figure 4-5: Sn0.03 Ge0.97 diffraction patterns taken along the (a) [110]
and (b) [001] zone axes. In (c) the (060) reflection is enlarged.
Arrow points to additional diffraction spot on the left.

Figure 4-5. The diffraction patterns of the Sn0.03Ge0.97 film were characteristic of a
single crystal. Hence the contrast observed was not due to grain boundaries.4
Upon further examination of the [001] diffraction pattern, an additional
diffraction spot was observed to the left of the (060) diffraction spot along the
[010] direction, seen in Figure 4-5(c).

If phase-separation of Sn and Ge is

occurring, elastic distortion of the matrix resulting from clustering of the larger
Sn atoms can give rise to a displacement or streaking of the diffraction spot
parallel to the distortion.14 If the distortion is small, the primary diffraction spot

4

The polycrystalline ring seen in the [110] diffraction pattern for the <111> reflections, Figure

4-5(a), is a sample preparation artifact originating from ion milling during the thinning process.
In the [001] diffraction pattern for the same sample, a polycrystalline ring is not observed.
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(a)

(c)

100 nm
(b)

25 nm
Figure 4-6: Sn0.06Ge 0.94/Ge(001) TEM images under 2 beam
ur
ur
conditions with (a) g = (004) and (b) g = [111] . (c) HR-TEM image
where the dashed line represents the interface.

and the spot due to the crystal distortion are distinguishable only at large values
in reciprocal space.

Therefore the streaking of the (060) diffraction spot

indicated that Sn may be segregating along (010) planes.
In order to determine if the contrast observed in the TEM images was
associated with defects, a 100 nm coherently strained Sn0.06Ge0.94 film was

r
analyzed under different 2 beam conditions. When g = [004] , shown in Figure
4-6(a), the thin film exhibited contrast near surface undulations but bands of
r
contrast were not seen parallel to [001]. When g = [111] , faint contrast in the

shape of rods along the growth direction was observed, seen in Figure 4-6(b),
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(a)

150 nm

(b)

150 nm

Figure 4-7: TEM images of 1 µm thick Sn0.03 Ge 0.97 film imaged
ur
ur
under 2 beam conditions (a) g = [220] and (b) g = [004].

for this Sn0.06 Ge 0.94 film. A high resolution TEM image of the Sn0.06Ge 0.94 film
taken along the [110] zone axis had continuous lattice fringes at the film-

r
substrate interface, Figure 4-6(c). Thus the contrast observed when g = [111] was
r
not attributable to defects. The strain observed in the g = [111] 2 beam image has

been identified as a possible driving force for phase-separation.15,16
The Sn0.03 Ge 0.97 film was imaged under various 2 beam conditions to probe
the strain state of the film. Imaging under 2 beam conditions enhances the strain
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contrast associated w ith the set of crystallographic planes excited5by the incident
beam. TEM images of the S n o .0 3 G e o .9 7 film imaged under § = [004] and g = [220]
2 beam conditions are shown in Figure 4-7(b) and Figure 4-7(a), respectively.
When imaged under g = [004] 2 beam conditions, the dark bands were still
visible but much less contrast was observed in comparison to the g = [220]
image.

The reduction in contrast can be understood by analyzing the

kinematical equation for the diffracted intensity,

|T g|2, under 2 beam

conditions.17
1

(27)

|ip^|2 = ^0 J g x i{ s z - & 6 r ) 0 z
£g - t
2

where ST is the distortion of the lattice, £g is the extinction distance and To is the
incident intensity.

The strain contrast arises from the g»ST term in the

exponential of equation (27). If Sn segregates along (100) and (010) planes, the
larger Sn atoms can coherently distort the lattice and ST =[100] and [010]. Then
contrast should be dominated by composition when § = [004] because ST and g
are orthogonal. Similar contrast is seen in GP zones in the Cu-Al system where
Cu precipitates segregate along {001}. The C u precipitates are most visible in
TEM when the diffracted beam is parallel w ith the lattice distortion.

5 That is, the Bragg condition is satisfied for these planes.
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(a)
(b)

300 nm

150 nm

Figure 4-8: Cross-sectional TEM images of 1 µm thick
ur
ur
Sn0.07 Ge 0.93 /Ge (100) with (a) g = [220] and (b) g = [004] .

Additionally, the period of the contrast was observed to decrease with
increasing Sn composition. The period was measured as 65 nm and the dark
regions were measured as 23 nm in diameter for the Sn0.03Ge0.97 film in the image
r
taken under g = [220] 2 beam conditions, seen in Figure 4-7(a). As the average

Sn composition was increased to x = 0.07, the period of the contrast decreased to
ur

30 nm as seen in the g = [220] image of Figure 4-8(a). In this image, dislocations
and stacking faults were present in addition to deep cusps at the surface. In
Figure 4-8(b), the cusps are more visible.

The formation of deep cusp-like

morphologies during growth has been associated with chemical potential
gradients along the surface.18
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4.2.4

Scanning transmission electron microscopy
In general, the contrast seen in conventional TE M mode is a convolution

of strain and composition.

Using scanning transmission electron microscopy

(STEM) w ith an annular detector to include wide angle scattered electrons (a >
80 mrad) and to exclude the transmitted and diffracted beams, the contrast is
then due to composition.8 The diffracted intensity is attenuated at large angles;
therefore, the intensity observed at large angles is prim arily composed of
elastically scattered electrons. The elastic cross-section depends on the atomic
number, yielding composition or Z-contrast. The atomic number of Sn is 50 and
that of Ge is 32; thus, measurable Z-contrast was expected.

Incident beam
i Sample
Elastically scattered
electrons

Diffracted and Transmitted Beams
Figure 4-9: Schematic of STEM experiment w ith annular detector
to image elastically scattered electrons and to exclude diffracted
and transmitted beams.
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The spot size of the electron beam in scanning mode was 5 nm. When the
SnxGei-x samples were prepared in cross-section it was not possible to see
composition contrast w ith the annular detector. The Sn-rich rods were on the
order of 20 nm in diam eter and the specimen thickness was approximately
100 nm .6 Thus, electrons penetrating the 100 nm thick specimen sampled Sn-rich
and Ge-rich regions, yielding the average composition of the sample. Before
showing the STEM results for the thick film s, the homogeneity of a 100 nm thick
Sn0 .06Ge0.94 film prepared in planar view using STEM w ith the annular detector
is demonstrated in Figure 4-10. Although variations in contrast were observable,
the variations were not periodic and were on a different length scale than
observed in the TEM cross-section, Figure 4-6. The difference in contrast in the
planar view image of this film was attributed to thickness variations across the
thinned specimen.

Thus, the STEM image demonstrated the compositional

uniform ity of the 100 nm thick Sno.06Geo.97 film . The results o f the STEM analysis
were quite different for a 1 pm thick Sn0.03Ge0.97 film . In planar view, Figure
4-11(a), the bright field 7 STEM image of this film consisted of dark circular
regions w ith the same 65 nm periodicity observed in cross-sectional TEM.

6 100 nm refers to the thickness of the sample after thinning for imaging in TEM , not the original
sample thickness.
7 Bright field imaging in this context refers to the transmitted and diffracted beams contributing
to the image.
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(a)

300 nm

(b)

300 nm

Figure 4-10: STEM analysis of 100 nm thick Sn0.06Ge0.94 film: (a)
Bright field image includes diffracted and transmitted beams and
(b) dark field image includes only elastically scattered electrons.

Using the annular detector, Figure 4-11(b), the Sn-rich rods appeared as
bright ellipses producing a complementary image to that taken under diffracting
conditions, Figure 4-11(a). As expected from the increased elastic cross-section,
the Sn-rich rods appeared brighter than Ge due to the higher atomic number of
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(a)

100 nm

(b)

100 nm

Figure 4-11: STEM images of 1 µm thick Sn0.03Ge0.97 (a) bright field
image with transmitted and diffracted beams and (b) dark field
image that includes only elastically scattered electrons.

Sn versus Ge. Thus, Sn is phase separating into rods along the [001] growth
direction in the thick SnxGe 1-x films.

4.3

Theoretical models of growth instabilities
versus experiment
A surface undulation observed in AFM was correlated with the phase-

separation observed in TEM. AFM measured the periodicity of the surface
undulation and Fourier transforms of the AFM images determined the fastest
growing wavelength of the growth instability. In order to gain insight into the
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origins of phase-separation occurring during growth of the SnxGei-x binary alloy,
both a thermodynamic and a kinetic model were compared to the experimentally
measured period of the surface undulation, referred to as the growth instability
wavelength.
In the thermodynamic model,15 the free energy difference between a
compositionally non-uniform film w ith an undulated surface (the modulated
state) and a homogeneous, planar film (the reference state) was calculated. A
characteristic minimum wavelength was defined at the stability boundary where
the free enthalpy change between the reference and modulated state was zero.
The characteristic wavelength predicted by the thermodynamic model15 was
compared to the experimentally measured fastest growing wavelength as
determined from the autocorrelation function of the AFM images. The fastest
growing wavelength w ill be larger than the critical wavelength calculated in the
thermodynamic model; yet, the two should scale proportionally.

The

experimental wavelength exhibited the trends predicted by the thermodynamic
model. Yet the absolute value predicted by the thermodynamic model was much
larger differing from the experimental value by up to an order of magnitude.
A kinetic model using linear stability analysis predicted a value for the
fastest growing wavelength of the growth instability.16'19 In this kinetic model,
compositional non-uniformities and surface undulations are stress driven as in
the thermodynamic model. Unlike the thermodynamic model, mass transport
mechanisms, such as surface diffusion and the incoming flux of the beam are
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incorporated. These mass transport mechanisms are relevant to molecular beam
epitaxial growth.
wavelength

The analysis predicted a value for the fastest growing

that was

in

better

agreement

w ith

the

values

measured

experimentally than the thermodynamic model.

4.3.1

Description of the experiment
By varying the effective lattice parameter of the substrate, the dependence

of the growth instability on strain and composition was decoupled.

The

substrate lattice parameter was timed by MBE growth of thick partially relaxed
SiyGei-y buffer layers20 on Ge(OOl) substrates w ith varying Si composition. The
SnxGei-x and SiyGei-y films were grown at a fixed growth rate, 0.05 nm /sec, and
0.15 nm /sec, respectively. The details of the SnxGei-x growth were described in
detail in Chapter 2. The Si composition of the virtual substrate was varied to
obtain a series of films w ith a constant Sn composition but differing values of
m isfit w ith respect to the virtual SiyGei-y substrates (Figure 4-12). The misfit was
varied from 0 to 1%. Alternatively, in order to probe the effect of composition on
the growth instability, SnxGei-x films w ith the misfit engineered to remain
constant were grown in the composition range of 0 < x < 0.035 for a misfit of
approximately 0.5% and in the composition range of 0 < x < 0.07 for a misfit of
approximately 1%. Both the Sn composition in the SnxGei-x films and the Si
composition in the SiyGei-y buffer layers were varied in order to obtain a series of
SnxGei-xfilms w ith the same misfit but differing Sn compositions.
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SnxGe1-x

misfit

SiyGe 1-y
Ge Substrate
aSiGe aGe

aSnGe

Figure 4-12: Schematic demonstrating how the misfit is tuned
independent of Sn composition in the SnxGe 1-x alloy film by
changing the Si composition in the Si yGe 1-y virtual substrate.

(a)

500 nm

(b)

500 nm
(c)

500 nm

(d)

500 nm

Figure 4-13: AFM images of Si yGe1-y virtual substrates with Si
composition (a) 0 (b) 0.035 (c) 0.06 and (d) 0.15.
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The SiyGei-y layers were grown at 600 °C w ith a grading rate of 10% /fim
to m inim ize the dislocation density.21 Prior to SnxGei-x growth, the sample was
cooled to 160 °C to eliminate Sn surface segregation. Threading dislocations
were evident in the SiyGei-y films in cross-sectional TEM, Figure 4-15, and A FM ,
Figure 4-13. The intersection of a threading dislocation w ith the surface was
observed in AFM as a pit. In Figure 4-13, the threading dislocation p it density
was imaged as a function of Si content in the SiyGei-y virtual substrate for Si
compositions between 0 < y < 0.15. A slight increase in dislocation density w ith
increasing Si composition was observed. X-ray analysis of the SiyGei-y virtual
substrates indicated that the low Si content alloys, less than 5%, were fully
relaxed and the higher Si content alloys were partially relaxed w ith respect to the
Ge(001) substrate.

X-ray reciprocal space maps are shown in Figure 4-14 for

(004) and (224) reflections of the Sno.oi8Geo.982/Sio.o6Geo.94/Ge(001) sample. In (a),
the (004) reflection indicated that the Sio.06Geo.94 layer was in tension and the
Sno.oi8Geo.982 layer was in compression with respect to the Ge substrate. In (b),
the (224) reflection yielded information regarding the state of relaxation of the
epitaxial films. The lines are guides to the eye. A Sio.06Geo.94 peak falling on the
vertical dashed line through the substrate peak represents the fully strained case
(each structure has the same in-plane lattice parameter). The intersection of the
solid diagonal line and the solid vertical line represents the axis along which the
Sio.06Geo.94 peak would fall if the layers were fully relaxed. The experimentally
observed map showed that the Sio.06Geo.94 layer exhibited some relaxation (about
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Figure 4-14: Reciprocal X-ray space maps for (a) (004) and (b) (224)
reflections of the Sn0.018 Ge 0.982 /Si0.06Ge0.94 /Ge(001) sample.

96
25%) w ith respect to the Ge substrate. In addition, the solid vertical line that
passed through the Si0.06Ge0.94 peak also passed through the Sno.oi8Geo.982 layer.
Hence, the Sno.oi8Geo.982 layer was pseudomorphic to the Sio.06Geo.94 layer
By growing SnxGei-x films on substrates with an increased dislocation
density in comparison to the Ge(001) substrates, it was necessary to see if defects
dominated the morphology of the film s. The period of the growth instability for
SnxGei-x/Ge(001) with x = 0.03 and x = 0.07 was measured in TE M as 65 nm and
30 nm, respectively. In the planar view A FM images of Figure 4-13, the average
spacing between

the

threading

dislocations in

the SiyGei.y films

was

approximately 500 nm, much larger than the growth instability wavelengths
measured in cross-section TEM. The spacing between threading dislocations was
measured as 490 nm in cross-section TE M for Sno.oi8Geo.982/Sio.o6Geo.94/Ge(001).
The instability wavelength was measured to be 84 nm, Figure 4-15. Thus, the
microstructure was not dominated by defects. The final compositions of the
SiyGei-y virtual substrate and the average composition of the SnxGei-x layers were
measured by RBS.
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225 nm

SnxGe1-x
Threading dislocations
Si0.06Ge0.94
Figure 4-15: TEM image of Sn0.018 Ge0.982 /Si0.06 Ge0.94 /Ge(001) with
ur
g = [220] .

4.3.2

Experimental determination of instability
wavelength
The period of the surface undulation and the periodicity of the phase-

separation observed in TEM were correlated.

The surface undulation was

measured by AFM and had feature heights measured to be on the order of 2 nm.
The observed period of the cusps on the film surface of a 1 µm thick Sn0.07Ge0.93
film was approximately 150 nm in both AFM, Figure 4-16(a), and TEM, Figure
4-16(b). The shorter wavelength of the growth instability between the cusps was
also evident in both imaging techniques and was measured as 30 nm. In the
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(b)

(a)

250 nm

150 nm

Figure 4-16: Correlation between the measured value of the
instability wavelength using (a) AFM surface morphology and (b)
TEM cross-section of a 1 µm thick Sn0.07Ge0.93 /Ge (001) film.AFM
image with Ge/Si yGe 1-y/Ge(001) and a misfit of 0.5%, the surface undulation had
facets along [010] and [100], as seen in Figure 4-17(a). Hence, AFM analysis also
confirmed that the ordering of the growth instability was oriented along the
elastically soft <100> directions in the plane of the film with the TEM analysis .
The dependence of the instability wavelength on Sn composition and
strain was estimated from the AFM images. A Ge/Si yGe 1-y/Ge(001) with a misfit
of 0.5% is seen in Figure 4-17(a). The SnxGe1-x/Ge(001) film with x = 0.018 and
misfit of 0.5% is seen in Figure 4-17(b). By comparing the two figures, the
increased Sn composition at fixed misfit decreased the instability wavelength.
The effect of strain independent of Sn composition can be seen by comparing two
SnxGe 1-x/Ge(001) films with the same Sn composition (x = 0.018) but different
values of misfit. The AFM images of the Sn0.018 Ge 0.982 with a misfit of 0.26% and
with a misfit of 0.5% are shown in Figure 4-18(a) and Figure 4-18(b), respectively.
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The instability wavelength decreased w ith increasing m is fit. By comparing the
two sets of images, that w ith constant strain versus that w ith constant
composition, the instability wavelength was more sensitive to composition than
strain.
The instability wavelength was determined w ith greater precision by
calculating the autocorrelation function of the 2-dimensional AFM images. The
autocorrelation function, G(k*, ky), was calculated from the surface topography
by

G(kx,ky) = \3(F(x,y)f

(28)

where F(x,y) is the signal of the A FM topographical image and kt is the wave
vector in the i direction and 3 denotes a Fourier transform. In order to the
improve statistics of the autocorrelation function, the directional dependence of
the wave vector was discarded.
(29)

Plots of the autocorrelation functions, G(k), versus wave vector yielded a
quantitative value for the fastest growing wave vector of the instability. The
wave vector (k) of the instability was related to the wavelength (A.) by the
following relationship:
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(30)

k= 2n/X

A typical spectrum of G(k) versus k displayed for a G e/Geo.24Sio.76 film with a
misfit of 0.98% had a maxima corresponding to a wavelength of 170 nm. The
A FM image from this same Ge/Geo.24Sio.76 film is shown in Figure 4-20. Visual
inspection of the AFM image yielded a wavelength on the order of 200 nm and
confirmed that the wavelength determined from the autocorrelation function
accurately characterized the growth instability.8 Statistical noise in the data blurs
the peak of G(k). The experimental error involved in determining the fastest
growing instability wave vector is shown in Figure 4-21. The maximum and
m inim um value of the wavelength corresponds to the error in determining the
peak of G(k).
The autocorrelation yields more physical information than the fastest
growing wavelength.

A surface that undergoes random deposition in the

absence of atomic motion roughens equally at all wavelengths; thus, the
autocorrelation function of a stochastic surface is constant versus wave vector.
Lateral smoothing mechanisms oppose the growth of a stochastic surface and the

8 In addition, images of periodic structures of known periodicity fabricated by lithographic
means were analyzed by the M A TLA B routine to check the accuracy of the program in
determ ining periodicity.
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(a)

(b)

[110 ]
[110]

[110 ]
[110]

250 nm

250 nm

Figure 4-17: Planar view AFM images with ε = 0.5% of (a) Ge/SiGe
(b) Sn0.018 Ge0.982 /Ge.

(a)

(b)

[110 ]
[110]

250 nm

[110 ]
[110]

250 nm

Figure 4-18: Planar view AFM images of SnxGe1-x/Ge with x = 0.018
and (a) ε = 0.26% (b) ε = 0.5%.
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Ge/Si0.24Ge 0.76
T = 433 K
ε = 0.98%
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Figure 4-19: Autocorrelation function versus wave vector for
Ge/Si 0.24 Ge 0.76 with ε = 0.98%.

[110]
[110]

250 nm
Figure 4-20: AFM image of Ge/Si0.24Ge0.76 film with ε = 0.98%.
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Figure 4-21: Autocorrelation versus instability wave vector for
Sno.oi8Geo.982/Ge(001) with e = 0.264%. The error in determining the
peak value is represented as X.max and Xmin, referring to the
minimum and maximum value of k at the peak, respectively.

slope of the log-log plot of the autocorrelation function versus wave vector is the
signature of the physical mechanism dominating surface smoothing.22 The
dependence of G(k) on the wave vector can be written as
(31)

In Figure 4-22, the decay of the peak value of the autocorrelation function
is seen for the Sno.oi8Geo.982/Ge(001) alloy as well as a stochastic surface. A value
of n = 2 is often attributed to evaporation-recondensation, n= 3: bulk diffusion,
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Figure 4-22: Autocorrelation function versus wavevector for a
stochastic surface (squares) and Sno.oi8Geo.982/Ge(001) alloy
(triangles). The decay of the peak value scales as k n. The solid line
represents a decay of n =2 and the dashed line of n = 4.

and n = 4: surface diffusion.22 In order determine the effect of low growth
temperature on the surface morphology, a strain free Ge/Ge(001) homoepitaxial
film was grown at the SnxGei-x growth temperature, 433 K. The autocorrelation
function for unstrained Ge at T = 433 K did not have a maxima and the decay of
the signal was proportional to k'2, seen in Figure 4-23. Alternatively, the strained
Ge and SnxGei-x films at T = 433 K and 623 K scale approximately as k 3 as seen in
Figure 4-22.

Thus, a physically different phenomenon was smoothing the

strained epitaxial films versus the unstrained Ge film during growth. A slope of
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Figure 4-23: Autocorrelation function versus wave vector for
unstrained Ge film grown at T = 160 °C.

k*3 is often attributed to bulk diffusion; but the SnxGei-x alloys were grown at
sufficiently low substrate temperatures such that bulk diffusion was negligible.
The insignificant rate of bulk diffusion was confirmed by the absence of Sn
surface segregation.
Since the smoothing mechanism of the phase-separated films was not
associated with bulk diffusion, another mechanism must be identified. A kinetic
rate equation can be w ritten for surface growth:23
^ ^ c c - k n6 (|k|,f) + ^ (k ,f)
at

(32)

where 7j(k,t) is the reciprocal space term for stochastic roughening and G(|/c|,f) is
the radial average of the autocorrelation function.

In the kinetic model,9 the

amplification rate of the growth instability has a term that couples surface
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diffusion and strain exhibiting a k3 dependence. Hence, the decay of G(k) has the
signature of a dynamic grow th instability.

4.3.3

Thermodynamic model

4.3.3.1

Description

Asaro, Tiller24 and

Grinfel'd,25 using elastic

energy

calculations,

determined that a planar thin film subject to non-hydrostatic stress, such as
biaxial strain, relieves coherency energy by forming an undulated surface. A
film in biaxial compression, as is SnxGei-x on Ge(001), can relax at the crest of the
surface undulation where the lattice constant is larger; thus, relieving coherency
energy without dislocation introduction (Figure 4-24).

The strain field

introduced by the surface undulation, or morphological instability, introduces a
driving force for segregation of the larger Sn atom to the crests of the undulation
w ith one mass transport mechanism being surface diffusion during growth. The
increase in surface energy associated with a rough surface is a stabilizing
mechanism for the surface and gives a lower bound for the instability
wavelength. The morphological instability wave vector (k™ ), an upper bound
for the instability wave vector, scales with the square of the m isfit (e).
8 C Ee*

r

c

r
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where C is related to the Poisson ratio: l+ v /4 (l-v ), E is Young's Modulus, and T
is the surface tension. This elastic energy argument does not include the effect of
compositional stresses that were determined to be im portant experimentally. A
thermodynamic

model15 was

investigated

that

arbitrarily

couples

the

morphological instability w ith compositional fluctuations. This model includes
critical parameters of the system:

coherent relaxation of the epitaxial film,

changes in surface energy due to the surface undulation, and chemical mixing
terms. The regular solution model was employed to capture the changes in the
enthalpy and entropy of the system associated w ith clustering of Sn atoms.
Although kinetic barriers may inhibit the evolution of the instability, the
thermodynamic model addressed whether the energy of the system was lowered
by transforming from a homogeneous, planar film (reference state) to a phaseseparated film with an undulated surface (modulated state). If not energetically
favorable, the instability should not occur regardless of kinetic factors.
Since coherent relaxation occurs near the crest of a surface undulation, the
lattice parameter varies across the surface. The variation of the lattice parameter
due to coupling of phase-separation with a surface undulation is

a(x,z) = aQ[ \+ £ + e cg( kz)ekz sin kx]

(34)

where ao is the lattice parameter of the substrate, e is the average misfit, 6c is the
additional misfit associated w ith phase-separation and g(kz) accounts for
variations in the composition of the alloy layer along the growth direction.
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λ = 2π/k

2∆

Figure 4-24: Schematic representing phase-separation of Sn to
regions of positive curvature on the surface with a characteristic
period of λ and ∆ represents the height of the surface undulation.
The change in the areal free enthalpy between the reference and the
modulated state is
(35)

δ H ( ∆,ε c ) =

k2 2
1 R [T − Tcc ( x )]
)∆ − 4CEJ1ε∆εc +
( 2
J2 − 4CEJ 12 )εc 2
4
2k η 2x (1 − x )
where ∆ corresponds to the height of the surface undulation (Figure 4-24), R is
( −2CEk ε 2 + Γ

the gas constant, η= (1/a)(da/dx) is the solute expansion coefficient and
0

Jn =

∫

n 2u
[ g (u )] e du where n = 1,2.

(36)

−∞

By setting δH = 0 a critical wave vector was obtained in equation (37) that defines
the stability boundary.

kc'

= [1 −

CEη 2

]−1k cm
c

R(T − Tc

(37)
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where the coherent spinodal temperature is
(38)

Cl
T'c = 1— E i f 2 x (1 - x )|
1 - v Cl

where Cl is the chemical mixing term.

4.3.3.2

Comparison with experiment

Equation (37) was used to calculate the value of the instability wave vector
predicted by the thermodynamic model.

The elastic constants were linearly

interpolated using values for pure Sn and Ge.13 The m isfit was calculated
assuming the virtual crystal approximation for SiyGei-y and SnxGei-x.

The

chemical mixing term, Q, in equation (38), was calculated by fitting the solidus in
the Sn-Ge phase diagram w ith the Gibbs function and a value of 27 KJ/m ol was
used in the calculation.26 The surface energy, 0.77 J/m 2, used corresponded a
Ge(001) 2 x 1 reconstructed surface.27-28 It is important to note that there are no
free parameters in the calculation.

Insertion of these values in equation (37)

generated a value for the critical wave vector. Theoretically, the wave vector
increased w ith increasing m isfit and Sn composition and decreased with
increasing temperature. This trend was in agreement w ith the experimentally
observed decrease in wavelength in the A FM images (Figure 4-17 and Figure
4-18) w ith increasing strain and composition.
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Figure 4-25: Autocorrelation function, G(k) versus wave vector for
SnxGei-x/Ge(001) w ith misfit of 0.26% and T = 433 K (closed
squares) and T = 623 K (open squares).
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Figure 4-26: Autocorrelation function, G(k) versus wave vector for
Ge/SiGe and SnxGei-x/SiG e with x = 0.018 and 0.035. The misfit of
the three films is 0.5% .
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In Figure 4-25, the effect of growth temperature on the instability
wavelength is shown. The SnxGei-x growth temperature was varied between 160
and 350 °C.9 The maxima of G(k) shifted to higher values of the wave vector w ith
the decreased temperature, exhibited by a shift to the right in the log-log plot.
The decrease in the instability wave vector w ith increasing temperature was in
agreement w ith the thermodynamic model. In Figure 4-26, the Sn composition
was varied from 0 < x < 0.035 at nearly constant strain (0.5%) and temperature,
160 °C. Increasing the Sn composition at constant strain increased the wave
vector as expected from the thermodynamic model.
In Table 4.1, the experimentally measured values and thermodynamic
model predictions of the instability wavelength were tabulated to show the
dependence on Sn composition. The m aximum and minimum values of the
wavelength represent the experimental error in determining the peak of the
autocorrelation function. In Table 4.2, the variation of the instability wavelength
with varying strain and constant Sn composition is displayed. The general trend
of the data was a decrease in the instability wavelength with increasing Sn
composition and strain. Although, the trends of the thermodynamic model were
followed, the agreement between theory and experiment was poor.

The

magnitude o f wave vector predicted by the thermodynamic model differed from

9 The growth rate for the high temperature film , 350 °C, was increased slightly from 0.05 to
0.08 nm/sec to in h ib it Sn surface segregation.
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the experimentally measured wave vector by an order of magnitude for misfit
less than 0.6%. The agreement between theory and experiment was better at
higher values of the misfit, > 0.6%, where the experimental and predicted values
differed by approximately a factor of two.
Si

M isfit

X : peak

X : max.

X : min.

Thermo.

comp.

(%)

value(nm)

value(nm)

value(nm )

Model

0

0.11

.445

224

262

196

683

0.015

0.06

.463

108

131

93

494

0.015

0.065

.484

95

98

79

452

0.018

.05

.467

98

112

93

459

0

0.13

.527

196

224

174

487

0.015

0.08

.544

157

196

131

358

0.018

0.06

.507

98

121

75

389

0.035

0

.514

75

157

56

266

0.016

0.15

.845

71

79

65

146

0.020

0.13

.822

98

131

79

142

0

0.24

.977

170

192

163

142

0.022

0.15

.933

78

98

65

106

0.015

0.22

1.12

75

87

65

86

0.070

0

1.03

30

33

29

10

Sn comp.

Table 4.1: Experimentally determined values of instability
wavelength versus the values predicted by the thermodynamic
model. Double lines distinguish between sets of data w ith constant
strain and varying Sn composition. The maximum and m inim um
values of X represent the error in determining the peak value.
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Si

M isfit

X : peak

X : max.

X : min.

Thermo.

comp.

(%)

value(nm )

value(nm )

value(nm )

M odel

0.015

0.06

.463

108

131

93

494

0.015

0.065

.484

95

98

79

452

0.015

0.22

1.112

75

87

65

86

0.017

0

.25

314

392

262

1793

0.018

0

.264

157

196

131

1435

0.018

0.05

.467

98

112

87

459

0.018

0.06

.507

93

121

75

389

0.016

0.15

.845

71

157

112

146

0.02

0.08

.618

139

174

131

252

0.02

0.13

.822

98

131

79

142

0.022

0.15

.933

78

98

65

106

0

0.11

.445

224

262

196

683

0

0.13

.527

185

196

174

487

0

0.24

.977

170

192

156

142

Sn comp.

Table 4.2: Experim entally determ ined values of instability
wavelength versus the values predicted by the thermodynamic
m odel. Double lines distinguish between sets o f data w ith constant
Sn composition and varying strain. The m axim um and m inim um
values o f X represent the error in determ ining the peak value.
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The very lim ited success of the thermodynamic model was partly ascribed
to the low growth temperature, the surface diffusion of atoms on the surface may
be lim ited such that thermodynamic equilibrium is not achieved.

This

thermodynamic model assumes an arbitrary coupling between the composition
and surface morphology. The lack of agreement between experiment and the
thermodynamic model may also be attributed to this arbitrary coupling that does
not include the physically relevant couplings of composition and strain during
dynamic growth.

4.3.4

Kinetic model

4.3.4.1

Description

Since the phase-separation of Sn into Sn*Gei-x wires oriented along the
growth direction was associated with growth, the instability was compared w ith
a kinetic model16 that incorporates mass transport mechanisms relevant during
molecular epitaxy. This kinetic theory modeled growth of a binary alloy, A xBi-x.
As in the thermodynamic model, lattice misfit w ith respect to the substrate and
local composition fluctuations produced strain fields in the alloy film and were
driving forces associated w ith the growth instability.

In addition, the mass

transport mechanisms, surface diffusion and deposition, were factors in the
development of the growth instability. The surface was subject to a condition of
local equilibrium at the film-vapor interface. Therefore, this model applies to
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conditions of low growth rates and, thus, is applicable for the growth rate of
SnxGei-x alloys. (The growth rate was 0.05 nm /sec.) The surface composition
was determined in terms of stress and curvature non-uniformities. Using linear
stability analysis, a perturbation of the height and composition of the surface is
introduced. If the am plification rate of the growth instability has real positive
solutions, then the system is unstable.
Following the above analysis, the details of the calculations for the
amplification rate of the growth instability are outlined below. The growth front
of the alloy film was subject to a condition of local equilibrium of the film -vapor
interface denoted by Z. The composition at the surface, Q„, was determined to be
the average film composition, x, and may be different from the local composition,
C f, at a point on the surface and the equilibrium vapor composition, O . The
surface velocity, v, was defined by a rate equation:
Po(Cv - C f )vz *n = V s. j z + ( x - C ') Q „

(39)

where po is the molar density of the lattice sites in the film, n is the unit normal
pointing from the film to the vapor, / r is the flux of A atoms on the surface:

? = -(r0DL/G jv 1MAB

(40)

where r 0 is the surface density of lattice sites on Z, Gm is the molar Gibbs free
energy of the film, M

ab

is the chemical potential at the surface and Gm" is
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32Gm ^

<">

Gm —

dCf

}C=x

The Gibbs-Thomson relationship was used to incorporate the thermodynamics of
a stressed solid.29

=

V0( kT + |-A Q /ftfc

<42)

Gm(AC+r)
The surface gradient of the chemical potential is

A C + y/

fs(*r+? + w ti»)

<43)

where v is the mean curvature of the surface, £is the elastic strain energy
density, V0 is the molar volume, AC = C V —C f , Tkk is the trace of the stress, and
y/ = V0ijTkk / Gm. From equation (43), the presence of compositional stresses was

seen to affect the value of the chemical potential. In order to determine the stress
state of the film , the equation relating stress and strain was
T = C [ E - (e + rjC f )1]

(44)

where T, C, E are the elastic stress, stiffness, and strain tensors, respectively, and
1 is the unit tensor. Mechanical equilibrium at the surface required that the
surface is stress free such that the normal component of the stress tensor is zero.
A ll perturbations decay far from the surface, that is, bulk diffusion in the film
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was assumed to be negligible. The stability of the interface was determined by
linearizing all quantities about the planar state.

Normal mode solutions of the

form exp(at+ik- x ) resulted where <xis the amplification rate of the perturbation.
If Re(o) < 0, then the system was stable; if Re(o) > 0, then the system was
unstable. If Im (o) # 0, then an oscillatory instability was present. Solving for the
elastic field, assuming mechanical equilibrium in the infinitesimal strain
approximation, and using equation (39) and equation (42), the amplification rate
was calculated as
(45)
— -1

X

where D2 is a scaled surface diffusivity, £* is a scaled m isfit, i f is a called scaled
solute expansion coefficient, and V is the film growth rate. These terms are all
defined in the following equations:

cF = v0r 0cf(Gm+ 2V0n2E/(i - > ') ) ^ ^

(46)
(47)

2<1+ “>E S

. * ( 1 -1 0 .

(48)

x = (G m + 2V0n 2E /(1 - v ) ) A C ? / V 0
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Figure 4-27: Experimental value for fastest growing instability
wavelength versus value predicted by kinetic model. The line is a
guide to the eye.

4.3.4.2

Comparison to experiment

Equation (22) was solved numerically for the SnxGei-x alloy system to
calculate the value of the fastest growing instability wavelength predicted by the
kinetic model and compare this to the measured experimental results.
elastic constants were assumed independent of composition.

The

The value of the

surface diffusivity and surface energy used in the calculation were D = 8.45x10^
(cm2/sec)exp(-0.83/kT)30 and T = 1.927 J/m 2,28 respectively, and corresponded to
pure Ge. The value of the instability wavelength predicted by the kinetic model
was more sensitive to strain than composition. Experimentally, the composition
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had a greater impact on the instability wavelength. The diffusional fluxes of the
Sn and Ge atoms at the surface were coupled. This assumption of coupling may
have lim ited the contribution of increased Sn composition on the instability
wavelength. Figure 4-27 compares the experimental value of the fastest growing
wavelength versus the kinetic model prediction. The line represents a one to one
correlation and was included as a guide to the eye.

The experimental data

followed two different trends; one trend was followed for Si compositions less
than 0.07 and another for Si compositions greater than 0.07 in the virtual
substrate. The different trends can be attributed to the partial relaxation of the
SiGe virtual substrates. The theoretical calculations were performed for fully
relaxed SiGe substrates. Although the error bars do not cross the line for the
fully relaxed substrates, the percentage by which the data and theory differ was
consistent for these samples. The agreement between the theory and experiment
was reasonable when considering the uncertainties in many of the parameters in
equation (22). The mechanisms incorporated in the kinetic model, that is surface
diffusion and incoming flux of the beam, appeared to influence the growth
instability.

For control of the instability wavelength, the corresponding

controllable parameters during growth are temperature and growth rate.
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Figure 4-28: Transmittance versus wavenumber for SnxGei-x with
average Sn composition between 0 < x < 0.085 and film thickness of
1 pm.

4.4

Optical characterization
The transmittance spectra of 1 pm thick phase-separated SnxGei-x/Ge(001)

films w ith Sn compositions of 0.05 < x < 0.085 was measured via FT-IR
spectroscopy. Previous measurements of the energy bandgap demonstrated that
the

direct energy bandgap

decreases as a

function of increasing Sn

composition.10'11 Therefore Sn-rich regions in the phase-separated films were
expected to absorb at lower energy. By modeling the absorption edge, the phase-
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separated SnxGei-x films were determ ined to have a lower direct energy bandgap
than homogeneous films w ith the same average Sn composition.
FT-IR transmittance measurements were performed at 1000 to 8000 cm-1
on the phase-separated SnxGei-x alloys. The sample compartment was purged
w ith dry nitrogen to reduce absorption of the IR signal by the ambient. An
aperture was inserted to reduce the beam size incident on the sample to 5 mm.
The transmittance spectra that is shown in Figure 4-28 for SnxGei-x alloys films
w ith Sn compositions 0 < x < 0.085 showed a shift to lower energies for the onset
of absorption with increasing Sn composition.
Using a commercial software package,10 the transmittance curve was
simulated between 3000 and 8000 cm-1 to obtain a value for the dielectric
function.

The dielectric function for homogeneous alloys w ith the same Sn

composition was used as input to the simulation for the first iteration.

The

extinction coefficient was iteratively fit to minimize the root-mean-square-error
between the simulated transmittance curve and the experimental transmittance
spectrum. Once the best fit was obtained, the simulation yielded a relationship
between the extinction coefficient (k) and wavenumber.

This dispersion

relationship was used to calculate the absorption coefficient (a):
a(o)) = 2ak(o))

10SCI, Optical Thin Film Software
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where

(0

is the frequency in wavenumbers. The absorption coefficient generated

by m inim izing the root-mean-square-error between the sim ulation and the
experimental transmittance spectra is shown as closed symbols in Figure 4-29 for
Sn compositions x = 0.05 (a), 0.07 (b), and 0.085 (c). Under a parabolic band
approximation, the absorption edge has a power dependence on the direct
energy bandgap of 0.5, and on the indirect energy bandgap of 2. The absorption
coefficient generated from the simulation was fit with this functional form of the
absorption coefficient using the parabolic band approximation. A n Urbach tail
was included in the functional form to take into account defect states in the
energy bandgap due to disorder in the lattice.

The functional form of the

absorption coefficient (open circles) is also shown in Figure 4-29. The absorption
coefficient was 2 x 103 c m 1 near the bandgap energy. The fit of the absorption
coefficient was insensitive to the indirect energy gap but very sensitive to direct
energy gap contributions and the Urbach tail.

In order to fit the absorption

coefficient, multiple direct energy bandgap contributions were necessary. If the
Sn composition is a smoothly varying function across the surface due to phaseseparation, local regions of different Sn compositions w ill each absorb at a
different bandgap energy. The spot size of the incident beam was 5 mm and
hence the beam sampled Sn-rich and Ge-rich regions simultaneously.

The

m inim um value of the energy bandgap determined in this manner is shown in
Figure 4-30 along with the energy bandgap for homogeneous SnxGei-x alloy
films.10 The phase-separated films exhibited a lower direct energy bandgap in
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Figure 4-29: Absorption coefficient generated by simulation (closed
symbols) and fit of the absorption edge (open circles) using the
power law dependence on the bandgap energy and an Urbach tail
for x = (a) 0.05, (b) 0.07, and (c) 0.085.

comparison to homogeneous alloy films

having the same average

Sn

composition.
The energy bandgap was found

to decrease w ith increasing Sn

composition as in previous work.10'11 The energy bandgap decreased for the
thicker phase-separated films in comparison to homogeneous films w ith the
same average Sn composition. The absorption edge exhibited a sharp increase
that is characteristic of a direct bandgap for the

S n 0 .0 7 G e 0 .9 3

alloy, whereas
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homogeneous SnxGei-x alloys exhibit a direct energy bandgap near a Sn
composition of x = 0.09.

4.5

Conclusion
We have grown 1 pm thick SnxGei-x/Ge(001) epitaxial films with

0 < x < 0.07 that evolved during growth into a dense array of Sn-enriched
SnxGei-x nanowires oriented along [001].

In cross-sectional TE M , the growth

instability was not observed in 100 nm thick films but strain in these films was
identified as a driving force for the instability.

The measured period of the

phase-separation in TEM was dependent on the Sn composition. The period of
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the phase-separation was measured in cross-section TE M as 65 nm and the size
of the Sn-rich rods was 23 nm for a Sn composition of x = 0.03. STEM analysis in
planar view revealed composition contrast with a rod-like morphology of the
SnxGei-x nanowires. Both TEM and A F M analysis indicated that ordering of the
Sn-enriched rods occurred along {100} in the plane of the film .
The phase-separation observed in STEM was correlated with a surface
undulation that was measured in A F M . The autocorrelation function of the A F M
images

was

calculated

to experimentally

measure

the

fastest growing

wavelength of the growth instability. The experimental value was compared to a
thermodynamic and kinetic model.

W hile the thermodynamic model was

sufficient to predict the trends associated with the growth instability, the
instability wavelengths predicted by the model were much larger than the
experimentally determined values.

An arbitrary coupling between the Sn

composition and the surface undulation is assumed by the model. Thus, the
model does not include physically relevant couplings between surface dynamics
and compositional non-uniformities. The kinetic model yielded a value for the
instability wavelength having much better correlation w ith the experiment. The
value of the instability wavelength predicted by the kinetic model was more
sensitive to strain versus composition. Experimentally, the composition had a
greater impact on the instability wavelength.

One reason was the partial

relaxation of the SiGe virtual substrates. Another reason for the discrepancy is
that the kinetic model couples the diffusivity of Sn and Ge on the surface. This
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coupling may lim it the effect of varying Sn composition in the model.

In

addition the surface energy of the film may change with Sn composition, an
effect that is also not incorporated in the model. Yet, the value predicted by the
kinetic model for the instability wavelength was in reasonable agreement w ith
the experimentally measured growth instability wavelength.

Hence surface

diffusion and deposition are two physical processes affecting phase-separation
during dynamic growth.
Optical transmittance measurements were performed on thick phaseseparated SnxGei-x films w ith Sn composition between 0.05 < x < 0.085

The

energy bandgap was found to decrease w ith increasing Sn composition as in
previous work.1011 Unique to this work, we have determined that the energy
bandgap decreased for the thicker phase-separated films and the absorption edge
exhibited a sharp increase that is characteristic of a direct energy bandgap for the
Sno.07Geo .93 alloy film , whereas homogeneous SnxGei-x alloys exhibit a direct

energy bandgap near a Sn composition of x = 0.09.
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Chapter 5

Quantum Confined Structures:
Sn Nanowires and
Nanocrystals

5.1

Introduction
Self-assembled nanocrystals and nanowires enable the achievement of

small feature size using only large-scale lithography and utilize quantum
confinement of carriers to produce a Si-compatible direct energy bandgap
semiconductor.

Diamond cubic Sn11 is a semi-metal w ith conduction band

minima below the T point of the valence band. The low electron effective mass
of Sn1-2 suggests that quantum confinement effects should be manifest at
relatively large nanocrystal radii, on the order of 40 nm. Thus, by manipulating
the radii of Sn nanocrystals and Sn nanowires, a high degree of tunability of the
bandgap energy is expected.

A semi-empirical tight-binding bandstructure

calculation predicted that the energy bandgap varies from 0 to 2.5 eV for bulk Sn

11 The diamond cubic (a) to tetragonal ((3) phase transition occurs at 13.2 °C for bulk Sn. The
diam ond cubic phase is stable below 13.2 °C.
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to nanowires with 10 nm radii.3 Some possible applications for Sn nanocrystals
and nanowires are as light-detecting, and light-em itting devices or Sn
nanocrystals may be appropriate in quantum cellular automata logical devices.
This chapter summarizes the work on fabrication and characterization of
Sn nanocrystals and nanowires using non-lithographic techniques. One focus
was the fabrication of Sn nanowires. P-Sn nanowires were prepared by pressure
injection of molten Sn into anodic alumina templates. The alumina templates
were

fabricated w ith

pore diameters ranging

from 30 to 40 nm

by an

electrochemical etching process. The pressure injection was performed in a highpressure vessel using A r gas to generate pressures up to 3000 psi. Sn nanowires
were fabricated w ith diameters of 30 to 40 nm and lengths exceeding 1 pm.
Another focus was the fabrication and investigation of the optical properties of
a-Sn quantum dots. Quantum dots were fabricated w ith radii less than 40 nm by
post-growth annealing of MBE grown SnxGei-x alloys. Optical transmittance of
the a-Sn nanocrystals demonstrated changes in the optical absorption attributed
to quantum size effects.
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nanowire radius from semi-empirical tight binding calculation.

5.2

Sn nanowires

5.2.1

Quantum confinement effects
Due to the small electron effective mass of a-Sn, 0.0236 mo, quantum

confinement effects are expected at relatively large diameters, 40 nm or less.
In comparison, quantum confinement effects in Si nanocrystals are not
expected until the radius is on the order of 5 nm4 and in Ge when the radius is
10 nm.5

A

semi-empirical

tight-binding

bandstructure calculation

was

performed to predict the dependence of the energy bandgap on the nanowire
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radius, Figure 5.1.3

The bandgap energy was predicted to be 0.4 eV for a

nanowire w ith a 20 nm radius.

Strong quantum confinement effects were

predicted when the radius of the nanowire radius reached 5 nm where the
bandgap energy was calculated as 2.5 eV. Thus, a-Sn nanowires were predicted
to have a high degree of tunability of the energy bandgap w ith nanowire radius.

5.2.2

Overview: Sn nanowire fabrication
Sn nanowires were fabricated by pressure injection of Sn into hexagonally

ordered pores in alumina templates.

The template was fabricated from a

polished alum inum foil, Figure 5.2 (a). By electrochemical etching and oxidation
in oxalic add (anodization), an initially disordered pore array in an alumina film
was grown on an aluminum substrate, Figure 5.2 (b).

As the anodization

progressed, the pores began to order and then formed a hexagonally packed
structure near the alumina/A1 interface.6

The disordered film was etched

leaving a patterned A1 foil, Figure 5.2 (c). The second anodization step resulted
in an ordered pore array, Figure 5.2 (d).

A 500 nm layer of Sn was then

deposited on the alumina template in ultra high vacuum (U H V ), Figure 5.2 (e).
The template was inserted in a high-pressure vessel for injection of Sn into the
alumina templates to fabricate Sn nanowires, Figure 5.2(f).
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1. Polish

2. Anodize
t >3 um

4. 2 nd Anodization
Ordered Pores

3. Al2O3 Removal

alumina

5. Sn Deposition

6. Sn Pressure
Injection

Figure 5.2: Sn nanowire fabrication: (a) Polish Al foil, (b) anodize
foil in oxalic acid until ordering begins, (c) etch oxide to expose
patterned Al foil, (d) anodize a second time to produce ordered
arrays of pores, (e) deposit a layer of Sn in UHV and (f) inject Sn
into pores with Ar gas at high pressures.

5.2.3

Template fabrication
The fabrication process of porous, hexagonally ordered alumina templates

was first discovered over 4 decades ago.7 Applications for nanowires fabricated
in hexagonally ordered alumina templates such as magnetic, electronic and
optoelectronic devices have created a renewed interest in the fabrication of
porous alumina templates.8,9

An aluminum foil of 130 µm in thickness and

99.999% purity was bonded to a polishing block using crystal bond adhesive and
first mechanically polished on a Buehler table using 240 grit sandpaper until the
surface was planar. The sample was then polished with 320, 400, and 600 grit
sandpaper to remove the scratch marks from the previous polishing step. The Al
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(b)
Interpore Spacing – d (nm)

(a)
Sulfuric acid
Oxalic acid
Phosphoric acid
d = 1.7 ± 2.81 V

Anodization Voltage (V)
Figure 5.3: (a) Formation of pores during anodization
process.[Jessensky,et al. 1998] (b) Variation of interpore spacing as a
function of anodization voltage.[Li,et al. 1998]

foil was then mechanically polished with 6 µm diamond paste for 0.5 hour
followed by a polishing step with 3, 1, and ¼ µm diamond paste, each step for
15 minutes. The Al foil was highly reflective after this step with some small
grooves still visible on the surface. The Al foil was annealed for 2 hours at
temperatures in excess of 250 °C to increase the average grain size in the foil. An
electrochemical

polish

was

performed

in

a

95 vol.%

H2 SO 4 /20 g/L chromic acid solution at 20 V and 85 °C.

H3 PO4/5 vol.%

In order to avoid

excessive polishing, or surface pitting, the sample was examined every
5 seconds. This polishing step was performed for approximately 20 seconds total
to obtain a mirror finish.

Following the electrochemical polishing step, the

sample was placed in water and the aluminum oxide layer on the surface was
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(a)

80 nm

(b)

1 mm

(c)

100 nm
Figure 5.4: Alumina templates fabricated with (a) 45 nm pores at
20 V planar view, (b) cross-section and (c) 30 nm pores anodized at
15 V.

in a 3.5 vol.% H3 PO4 /96.5 vol.% H2 O/45 g/L chromic acid solution for 2 minutes
at 90 °C. Nail polish was applied on the edges of the sample to protect against
preferential oxidation in the oxalic acid solution. When the nail polish dried, the
sample was dipped in the oxide etching solution for 20 seconds and then dipped
in water. The anodization process, Figure 5.3(a), was performed in a 4 wt%
oxalic acid/H2O solution at 3 °C and the applied voltage controlled the pore
diameter, Figure 5.3(b).

The first anodization step was performed for a
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minim um of 3 hours. The optimal anodization time for forming hexagonally
packed pores w ith the maximum ordered domain been determined to be
approximately 12 hours.12 The pores were disordered at the film surface w ith
ordered pores at the alumina-aluminum interface. The alumina was then etched
to expose the patterned A l surface.

The anodization was then performed a

second time to achieve highly ordered alum ina templates. In Figure 5.4, some
typical alumina templates were imaged in a scanning electron microscope at an
accelerating voltage o f 5 keV. The templates were fabricated using the above
outlined procedure.

In (a), the anodization voltage was 20 V and the second

anodization step was performed for 3 hours. The pore diameter was measured
as approximately 45 nm and the length was 3 pm. In (c), the pore diameter was
measured as approximately 30 nm in diameter. This template was anodized at
15 V for one hour. The length of the pores was approximately 1 pm.

5.2.4

Sn nanowire fabrication
Before deposition of Sn on the surface of the alumina template, a pore

widening step in 5 wt.% H 3PO4 /H 2O was performed for 30 minutes.

The

alumina template was placed in an U H V chamber and was allowed to degas

12 Unpublished work: Kom elius Nielsch of the M ax Planck Inst Microstruct Phys, D-06120 H alle,
Germany.
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until the chamber pressure reached less than 8 x lO -10Torr, which took
approximately 1.5 hours. Sn was deposited on the template at room temperature
using a Knudsen effusion cell w ith 99.9999% purity Sn. A high pressure vessel
w ith the capability of achieving pressures up to 5000 psi and temperatures of
900 °C was used for the pressure injection of Sn. A high purity A r gas was used
to supply the pressure to the system. The sample was placed in the pressure
vessel and the system was purged using the Ar gas. Two different methods for
molten Sn injection into the porous alumina templates were investigated and are
described following. In the first method, the system was sealed and A r gas at
1800 psi was introduced at room temperature. The pressure vessel was heated to
470 °C that is beyond the m elting temperature of Sn, 232 °C, and the pressure
reached 3100 psi. In method 2, the pressure injection procedure was modified. A
hydrogen-terminated Ge(001) wafer was placed on the Sn covered template and
a block was placed on the back side of the Ge wafer. The Ge wafer served two
purposes, that is, to keep the Sn layer in physical contact w ith the alumina
template and to seed the nucleation of the a phase of Sn. In the pressure vessel,
the sample was heated to the melting temperature of Sn, 232 °C, at atmospheric
pressure.

After 1 hour, A r gas was introduced into the system to achieve a

pressure of 1800 psi. The internal temperature of the pressure vessel was raised
to 550 °C and the pressure increased to 2500 psi. In both methods, the internal
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temperature of the pressure vessel was cooled over a 3 hour period. The sample
was held at 10 degrees below the melting temperature o f Sn for one hour for
recrystallization.

5.2.5

Sn nanowire structural characterization
The Sn nanowires fabricated by pressure injection into porous alumina

templates were analyzed in SEM and TEM . After fabricating a template using
the procedure defined as method 1, the template was then cleaved open to image
the cross-section shown in Figure 5.5.

The accelerating voltage in SEM was

15 keV. Droplets of Sn w ith lateral dimensions on the order of 200 nm remained
on the surface after pressure injection and the average length of the nanowires
was measured as 300 nm, Figure 5.5(a). The diameter o f the nanowire, 45 nm,
appeared uniform along its length, and some nanowires grew to lengths of
approximately 1 pm, Figure 5.5(c) and (d). Using method 1, Sn was injected into
the pores but the filled area was less than 1%. Since Sn poorly wet the alumina
surface, gaps between the Sn layer and the template surface may have allowed
A r gas into the unfilled pores. Hence the pressure differential, necessary for the
injection of Sn, did not exist between the ambient and the pore. The second
method produced a higher infiltration fraction. In Figure 5.6(a), an individual Sn
nanowire with uniform 30 nm diameter and length of 1 pm was imaged in the
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(a)

300 nm

(b)

500 nm

Sn droplet
(c)

(d)

500 nm

500 nm
Figure 5.5: Sn nanowires in alumina templates fabricated by
method 1. Images in (a) and (b) show the fraction of filled pores
was less than 1% In (c) and (d), 20 nm nanowires of lengths
exceeding 1 µm are shown.
SEM. A cross-section imaged with nanowires still embedded in the alumina
template demonstrated that some nanowires were injected in the pores but
regions in the pores above the nanowires were empty. An abundance of residual
Sn remained on the surface after the pressure injection, as seen in Figure 5.6. The
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(b)

150 nm

(a)
Sn wire

350 nm
Figure 5.6: SEM images of Sn nanowires prepared by method 2: (a)
individual nanowire and (b) nanowires embedded in alumina
template.

2 µm

(a)

(b)

Pores filled
with Sn

100 nm
Figure 5.7: SEM images of templates after Sn pressure injection and
Ar+ ion etching.

incomplete infiltration was again attributed to the poor wetting properties of Sn
on alumina. It may be possible to improve the wetting properties of the alumina
surface by treating with a different electrolyte, such as H2 SO4 .10 The excess Sn
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(b)

(a)

40 nm

Figure 5.8: TEM analysis of single 40 nm nanowire: (a) dark
regions corresponded to Sn and (b) the diffraction pattern
demonstrated that the nanowire was a single crystal.

was removed from the surface by Ar+ ion beam bombardment with an incident
energy of 1.1 keV and an incident angle of 45 degrees for 3 minutes and 70
degrees for an additional 3 minutes. Some distortion of the surface occurred
from the ion beam, seen in Figure 5.7 (a). The infiltration area was estimated as
10% from a planar view SEM image after Ar+ ion etching, Figure 5.7 (b). The
crystal structure of the Sn nanowires was characterized by TEM. In Figure 5.8(a),
the TEM image demonstrated that the pressure injection method forced Sn to
conform to the walls of the pores during solidification. The diffraction pattern of
the nanowire demonstrated the nanowire recrystallized as a single crystal, Figure
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5.8(b). Indexing of the reflections in this diffraction pattern showed that the Sn
nanowire was in the P-phase. The sample was quenched on a cold stage in the
electron microscope while taking diffraction patterns. Analysis of the diffraction
patterns demonstrated the Sn nanowire did not transform to the a-phase when
cooled to T = -40 °C, below 13.2 °C where the phase transition occurs in bulk Sn.
The hindrance of the P to a phase transition has been reported for crystallites of
less than 130 nm.11

Furthermore, the placement of the Ge(001) hydrogen-

terminated surface did not promote the nudeation of a-Sn in the pores. It is
possible that Sn that was injected in the pores was not in contact w ith the Ge
substrate during recrystallization.

MBE growth of ultra thin a-Sn has been

achieved on Si(001) substrates up to 1.3 monolayers in thickness.12 Stabilization
of the a phase may be achieved in a similar manner for nanowires. It has been
reported that ordered pore arrays can be fabricated directly on Si(001) substrates
by depositing an Al film , w ith thickness exceeding 20 pm, on a Si(OOl).13 After
template fabrication, the alumina barrier layer between the Si and the pore
bottom can be removed by a series of electrical pulses14 leaving the Si surface
exposed at the bottom of the pore. If preferential nudeation occurs at the Si
substrate it may be possible to stabilize the a phase.
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5.3
5.3.1

a-Sn quantum dots
Fabrication and structural characterization
Arrays of a-Sn quantum dots were embedded in epitaxial Ge(OOl) films

by post-growth annealing o f 1 pm thick, SnxGei-x films w ith 0.01 < x < 0.03. The
SnxGei-x films were grown by molecular beam epitaxy.

The details of the

deposition of the SnxGei-x films were given in section 2.2 of this thesis. The
annealing furnace was first purged w ith dry nitrogen and then vacuum pumped
w ith a turbo pump to 108 Torr before heating to prevent oxidation of the SnxGei-x
sample. The dependence of the nanocrystal radius on the annealing temperature
was investigated by annealing the Sno.03Geo.9713 sample at T = 550,6 5 0 and 750 °C.
The equilibrium solubility of Sn in Ge and Ge in Sn are both 0.005 at these
temperatures.15-16 The Sn nanocrystals in the Ge matrix were characterized by
cross-section TEM .

Fourier transforms of high resolution TEM images of Sn

nanocrystals were calculated to view the periodicity of the lattice fringes for a
single nanocrystal, analogous to a diffraction pattern.

From the diffraction

pattern, the phase of the Sn nanocrystal was determined to be diamond cubic

13 This notation refers the average Sn composition in the alloy. The local composition fluctuates
due to phase separation.
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200 nm

surface

[111]

Figure 5.9: TEM image taken down the [110] zone axis of
Sn0.01 Ge 0.99 annealed at T = 750 °C. Dark bands are seen to run
along [111] .

and the lattice constant revealed relaxation of the Sn nanocrystal in the Ge
matrix.
A SnxGe 1-x alloy, with Sn composition of x = 0.01, was grown at a substrate
temperature of 350 °C and subsequently annealed at T = 750 °C for 30 minutes.
The film was analyzed in cross-section TEM along the [110] zone axis. The Sn
composition in the alloy was near the equilibrium solubility limit, x= 0.005.
Dark bands of contrast were observed along the [111] direction or along the (110)
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[001] 100 nm

Figure 5.10: Cross-sectional TEM image down the [110] zone axis
of a SnxGe 1-x film with x = 0.03 and annealed at T = 550 °C.
crystallographic planes, Figure 5.9. The period of the dark bands was measured
to be 10 nm. Thus, Sn segregated along {110} planes for compositions near the
thermodynamic equilibrium solid solubility limit.
For the Sn0.03Ge0.97 film, cross-sectional TEM analysis was performed for
the samples annealed at T = 550 °C and 750 °C. Both samples were annealed for
30 minutes.

This Sn0.03Ge0.97 film was grown at 160 °C and consisted of Sn

enriched SnxGe 1-x rods oriented along [001]17 before annealing. Examination of
Figure 5.10 revealed partial phase separation of Sn out of the Ge matrix occurred.
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The average diameter of the Sn nanocrystals was measured as approx-imately
7 nm. A t this annealing temperature of 550 °C, contrast along the [001] direction
was observable indicating that some Sn remained in the SnxGei-x rods.
The same SnxGei-x sample was annealed at T = 750 °C and analyzed w ith
TEM under g =[220] 2 beam conditions, Figure 5.11. Dislocations were observed
in the film confined to the region near the Ge substrate.

Moire fringes were

discemable in some of the nanocrystals and were evidence of single crystallinity.
By comparing w ith the sample seen in Figure 5.10, the size of the nanocrystals
coarsened with the increased annealing temperature, 750 °C.

The average

nanocrystal radius was measured to be 16 nm. The diameter of the nanocrystals
had an approximate 10% size variation around the average diameter, Figure 5.12.
High resolution TE M was performed on the sample that was annealed at
T = 750 °C, shown in Figure 5.13. Two types of images of the nanocrystals are
shown.

In Figure 5.13(a), the cross-section has sliced the nanocrystal and in

Figure 5.13(b), the nanocrystal is seen still embedded in the Ge matrix. In the
second type of high resolution image, breaks in the lattice interference fringes
were evidence of distortion of the Ge lattice around the Sn nanocrystals. M oire
fringes were also observed for the nanocrystals sliced by the cross-section. To
examine the crystal structure of a single nanocrystal, a Fourier transform of the
high-resolution image in Figure 5.13(a) was taken to obtain a diffraction pattern.
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100 nm

[001]

Ge substrate

Figure 5.11: MBE Grown SnxGe 1-x/Ge(001) with average Sn
composition of 3% annealed post-growth at T = 750 °C.
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Figure 5.12: Size distribution of Sn nanocrystals in Ge matrix
formed by post-growth annealing Sn0.03Ge 0.97 /Ge(001) at
T = 750 °C. The average nanocrystal diameter is 32 nm.
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(a)

10 nm

[111]
35O

[110]

(b)

10 nm

Figure 5.13: HR-TEM images down [110] zone axis of MBE grown
Sn0.03 Ge 0.97 /Ge(001) annealed at T = 750 °C. (a) Cross-section slices
a particle of diameter 28.4 nm and (b) a particle of diameter 26.5 nm
is still embedded in the Ge matrix.
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The diffraction pattern that is shown in Figure 5.14 consisted of reflections
from both the Ge m atrix and the Sn nanocrystal. In order to distinguish between
the reflections associated w ith the Ge matrix and the Sn nanocrystal, a Fourier
transform was taken of the high resolution image of the Ge matrix only. The Ge
reflections were indexed, as indicated in Figure 5.15(a), and subsequently
subtracted from the diffraction pattern shown in Figure 5.14. The inverse Fourier
transform or back transform, in Figure 5.15(a), was then determined w ith the Ge
reflections removed. The resulting image, Figure 5.15(b), obtained from the back
transform included only lattice fringes from the Sn nanocrystal. The regions in
the image that previously showed the Ge lattice fringes became blurred. The Ge
lattice constant is well known; thus, the distance of the Ge reflections was used to
calibrate the reflections observed in the Sn nanocrystal.
(51)

Rdhkl=ZL

where R is the measured distance of the reflection from the center of the
diffraction pattern, dm is the interplanar spacing for planes (hkl), and L is the
camera constant or calibration factor determined from the Ge reflections. The
diffraction pattern of the Sn nanocrystal (Figure 5.16) was indexed using
equation (51).

Table 5.1 lists the calculated value of the d-sparing for the

reflections found in the diffraction pattern in comparison to the accepted values
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10 nm

Fourier
Transform à
Figure 5.14: On the left, HR-TEM of Sn quantum dot in Ge matrix.
Fourier transform of Ge and Sn quantum dot lattice fringes is seen
in image on the right .

(a)
(002)
(111)

(111)

Fourier
(220)
Transform à
Ge only

(220)

(111)

(002)

(111)

(b)
Inverse
Fourier
Transform à
10 nm
Figure 5.15: (a) On the left, HR-TEM image of Ge matrix with
corresponding Fourier transform seen on the right. (b) On the left,
diffraction pattern with Ge reflections subtracted and on the right is
the back transform calculated from this pattern.
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of the d-spadng for a-Sn. The maximum and minimum values calculated for the
d-spadng corresponded to the error in measuring the calibration constant in
equation (51). The prim ary Sn reflections contributing to the lattice fringes seen
in the HR-TEM image of Figure 5.13 were indexed as {110} planes. From the Sn
(001) reflection and the Ge (002) reflection, a 5 degree tilt was observed between
the Sn nanocrystal relative to the Ge matrix. Moir6 reflections were also seen in
the diffraction pattern. The distance of a Moire reflection from the center was
calculated for a 5 degree tilt and for a difference in lattice constants:
(52)
y l(d ,-d 2f + d,d202

where di corresponded to the {111} lattice spacing of Ge,

62

to the {110} lattice

spacing of a-Sn and 0 was the rotation angle between the tw o lattices. Using
equation (52), the value for the spacing of the Moire reflection was calculated as
11 A , in agreement w ith the value calculated from the measured reflection. The
lattice constants of the tetragonal (P) phase of Sn are 0.58317 and 0.31815 nm for
the a and the c axes, respectively. The diffraction pattern analysis yielded a value
for interplanar spacing of approximately 0.63 nm for one of the reflections; thus
the Sn nanocrystal was not in the P phase. Based on the calculated values for the
interplanar spacing from the reflections found in the diffraction pattern, the
nanocrystal was determined to be the diamond cubic phase of Sn. The measured
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(002)
(011) (001)
(110)

(110)

(001) (011)
(002)
5o
Figure 5.16: Indexed diffraction pattern of Sn nanocrystal observed
in Figure 5.13. The Ge reflections are circled. A 5 degree tilt was
observed along the [001] direction between the nanocrystal and the
Ge matrix. Arrows point to Moiré reflections.
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Meas. Reflection
m inim um

(A)

Meas. Reflection
maximum

(A)

a-Sn: d-spadng

(hid)

(A)

9.81

11.0

n

M oire

6.06

6.53

6.489

(100)

4.58

4.86

4.59

(110)

3.3

3.45

3.24

(200)

2.33

2.42

2.29

(220)

2.04

2.11

2.05

(310)

Table 5.1: Interplanar spacing calculated from measured distance
of reflection (columns 1 and 2) in comparison to known dhki spacing
for a-Sn (column 3). The m inim um (maximum) corresponds to the
m inim um (maximum) value calculated for the lattice spacing,
taking into account measurement error.

interplanar spacing for the (200) and (220) reflections were slightly larger than
the accepted values for the d-spacing of bulk Sn while taking into account
measurement error. Nanocrystals of a and p Sn in Si have been reported to be
under tensile strain and thus have a slightly larger lattice constant than observed
in corresponding phase of bulk Sn.18
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5.3.2

Optical characterization
Optical transmittance measurements were performed on the Sno.03Geo.97

samples before annealing and after annealing at T = 550, 650 and 750 °C using a
Nicolet Magna 760 Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectrometer. The system
was purged with dry nitrogen to reduce IR absorption of H 2O and CO2 found in
the ambient. The transmittance measurements were taken between 1000-8000
cm'1 at 300 K, Figure 5.17. The spot size of the beam was restricted to 5 mm by
using a circular aperture. The optical transmittance was calculated by dividing
by the through beam intensity through this aperture. The density of the a-Sn
nanocrystals in the 1 pm thick film was estimated as 2%. From this value, the
effective thickness of the a-Sn nanocrystals contributing to absorption of the
infrared signal was estimated as 30 nm.

A significant change in the

transmittance curve was not evident until the annealing temperature was
increased to 750 °C where an increase of absorption was observed near 4000 cm*1.
A decrease in the transmittance signal was observed w ith increasing annealing
temperature.

The difference in the transmittance signal below the energy

bandgap between all the annealed samples was within the experimental error of
the measurement, -1% .

The decrease in transmittance between the annealed

samples and the Ge substrate was not within experimental error and was
attributed to free carrier absorption.
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Figure 5.17: Transmittance versus wavenumber for S n0.03G e0.97:
unannealed (line), annealed at T = 550 °C (circles), 650 °C (crosses)
and 750 °C (triangles).

Using a commercial software package,14 the transmittance curve for the
sample annealed at a temperature of 750 °C was simulated between 3000 and
8000 c m 1.

The extinction coefficient and refractive index were varied to

iteratively fit the simulated transmittance curve w ith the experimental spectrum.
Once the best fit was obtained, the simulation results for the dispersion

14 SCI, Optical Thin Film Software
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relationship for the extinction coefficient (k) was used to calculate that of the
absorption coefficient (a):
(53)

a(Q)) = 2ok(ct))

where to is the frequency in wavenumbers.

Under a parabolic band

approximation, the absorption edge has a power dependence on the direct
energy bandgap of 0.5, and on the indirect energy bandgap of 2.19

The

absorption versus wavenumber spectra generated by the best fit of the
simulation w ith the experimental transmittance curve was fit to the functional
form of the absorption coefficient using the parabolic band approximation. A n
Urbach tail was included in the functional form o f the absorption coefficient to
take into account defect states in the energy bandgap due to defects at the Sn-Ge
interface.20

In Figure 5.18, the absorption coefficient generated from the

simulation (closed triangles) and the functional form of the absorption coefficient
(open circles) are shown. The fit of the absorption coefficient was insensitive to
the indirect energy gap but very sensitive to the direct energy gap contribution
and the Urbach tail. The absorption coefficient was 3 x 103 cm 1 near the bandgap
edge. The best fit to the absorption coefficient versus wavenumber spectrum
using this method generated a value of 0.45 eV for the direct bandgap energy.
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Figure 5.18: Absorption coefficient versus wavenumber calculated
from best fit of simulation w ith experimental transmittance spectra
(closed triangles) and the fit (open circles) using the functional form
of the absorption coefficient for Sn0 .03Ge0.97 annealed at T = 550 °C.

5.4

Conclusion
(5-Sn nanowires were fabricated in anodic alumina templates w ith lengths

exceeding 1 jim and diameters on the order of 40 nm. Anodic alumina templates
can be fabricated w ith ordered domains of hexagonally packed pores greater
than 1 pm and pore densities on the order of 1011 cm 2. High pressure injection of
Sn into the pores was achieved w ith a filling fraction of 10%. The filling fraction
may be improved by anodization in H2SO4 or with higher pressures.10 The
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fabrication of the desired diamond cubic (a ) phase of Sn in the nanowires was
not achieved.

It may be possible to stabilize the a phase by preferential

nucleation of the nanowires on a Si(OOl) surface during recrystallization. It may
be necessary to preferentially cool the Si substrate during recrystallization to
achieve heterogeneous nucleation on Si instead of on the alumina walls.
Nevertheless, the concept of single crystal nanowire fabrication using a pressure
injection method has been demonstrated for Sn in porous alumina templates.
The fabrication of a-Sn quantum dots was achieved. By annealing 1 |im
thick SnxGei-x films w ith x = 0.03 at T = 750 °C, 32 nm diameter quantum dots
were fabricated w ith a 10% size variation. Optical transmittance measurements
were performed on a 1 (im thick sample w ith 2% volume density of a-Sn
quantum dots embedded in Ge.

The transmittance spectra was simulated to

obtain an experimental value of the absorption coefficient versus wavenumber.
By modeling of the absorption edge, quantum confinement effects were seen to
open the bandgap of the semi-metal to 0.45 eV. The value of the absorption
coefficient near the bandgap was 3 x 103 cmT.

In summary, Quantum

confinement effects were observed for quantum dot diameters on the order of
30 nm.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

A significant amount of challenges lies in the road ahead for the
incorporation of novel materials w ith Si U LSI.

The goal of this thesis was

twofold; the fabrication of novel nanostructures from Si-compatible materials
and the investigation of the optical properties o f such nanostructures.
The SnxGei-x alloy system was chosen for the unique property of an
indirect to direct energy bandgap transition in a group IV alloy. Previous work
on relaxed SnxGei-x/Si(001) heterostructures demonstrated the occurrence of this
transition at approximately 10% Sn composition.

In order to investigate the

feasibility of utilizing this material in device applications, higher quality material
was necessary.

In Chapter 2 of this thesis, the ability to grow coherently-

strained SnxGei-x/G e superlattices and single layer SnxGei-x epitaxial films on
Ge(001) substrates was demonstrated. The grow th temperature was optimized
to maximize the thickness for coherent epitaxial growth and to eliminate Sn
surface segregation. The coherently-strained SnxGei-x epitaxial films exceeded a
predicted thermodynamic critical thickness for relaxation. Yet, the film thickness
was less than necessary for fabrication of an infrared detector. Future work may
include growing Sn composition graded layers to achieve the thickness necessary
for optoelectronic device applications.
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The perturbation of the electronic structure resulting from coherency
strain was studied both experimentally and theoretically to determine if further
manipulation of the bandstructure was possible and this w ork was described in
Chapter 3.

Using deformation potential theory, SnxGei-x/G e ( lll) was not

predicted to undergo an indirect to direct bandgap transition due to coherency
strain. The deformation potential model also predicted that coherency energy
had little effect on the overall energy of the SnxGei-x/G e(001) bandgap and this
was confirmed experimentally.
In Chapter 4, The phenomenon of phase-separation during dynamic
growth of thick SnxGei-x films was described.

1 |im thick SnxGei.x/Ge(001)

epitaxial films with 0 < x < 0.085 that evolved during growth into a dense array
of Sn enriched SnxGei-x nanowires oriented along [001] were characterized. The
phase-separation was correlated w ith a surface undulation and the fastest
growing wavelength of the growth instability was measured. The experimental
value was compared to a thermodynamic and kinetic model. The kinetic model
yielded a value for the instability wavelength with much better correlation w ith
the experiment than the thermodynamic model.

Parameters such as surface

diffusion and incoming flux appeared to dominate the period of the phaseseparation.

These two parameters can be controlled during growth w ith

temperature and growth rate.
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Optical transmittance measurements were performed on thick phaseseparated Sn*Gei-x films w ith Sn composition between 0.05 < x < 0.085

The

energy bandgap was found to decrease w ith increasing Sn composition as in
previous work.

Unique to this work, we have determined that the energy

bandgap decreased for the thicker phase-separated films and the absorption edge
exhibited a sharp increase that is characteristic of a direct energy bandgap for the
Sno.07Geo.93 alloy film.
P~Sn nanowires were fabricated in anodic alumina templates w ith lengths
exceeding 1 pm and diameters on the order of 40 nm. Anodic alumina templates
can be fabricated w ith ordered domains of hexagonally packed pores greater
than 1 pm and pore densities on the order of 1011 cm-2. High pressure injection of
Sn into the pores was achieved w ith a filling fraction of 10%. The filling fraction
may be improved by anodization in H 2SO4 or w ith higher pressures.

The

fabrication of the desired diamond cubic (a ) phase of Sn nanowires was not
achieved. It may be possible to stabilize the a phase by preferential nucleation of
the nanowires on a Si(001) surface during recrystallization. Alum ina templates
can be fabricated on Si(001) substrates by depositing A1 layers exceeding 20 pm
in thickness. It may be necessary to preferentially cool the Si substrate during
recrystallization to achieve heterogeneous nucleation on Si instead of on the
alumina walls.
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The fabrication of a-Sn quantum dots was achieved. By annealing 1 (im
thick SnxGei-x films w ith x = 0.03 at T = 750 °C, 32 nm diameter quantum dots
were synthesized w ith a 10% size variation. Quantum confinement effects were
seen to open the direct energy bandgap of the semi-metal to 0.45 eV. The value
of the absorption coefficient near the bandgap was 3 x 103 cm'1.
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